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Development of a simplified Negative Pressure Wound Therapy Device
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Danielle R. Zurovcik
Submitted to the Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
ABSTRACT
Many medical techniques are not readily available in the third world, in the military, for
disaster relief, and in domestic environments. This can be due to a lack of electricity, high
cost, and other economical constraints. For these reasons, a successful, chronic wound
treatment, known as negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT), has not been readily used,
although many patients would benefit. Aiming to expand this therapy, the viability of
inexpensive, purely mechanical simplified negative pressure wound therapy (sNPWT)
systems is explored in this thesis. Air leaks into the NPWT system are identified as the
limiting factor for the possibility of sNPWT. An air leak detection system, along with proper
dressing techniques, is defined.
Once sNPWT is proven to be viable, it is developed further, based on customer needs in the
targeted markets and sNPWT functional parameters. Three vacuum pump embodiments are
prototyped and analyzed for possible implementation: bellows pumps, bladder pumps, and
rolling diaphragm pumps. The bellows pump is chosen for the final design, and is analyzed
in preparation for manufacture. Once manufactured, the bellows pump will be used in
clinical trials at the Shriners Bum Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, under the guidance of
Dr. Robert Sheridan.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexander Slocum
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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d diameter
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Fesn force of nonlinear compression spring
Fmax maximum applied force
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Qwound flow rate of wound exudate
R specific gas constant
T temperature
t time elapsed
Vsystem volume of the system
W work
W weight
x linear displacement from equilibrium
xmx difference in length between fully relaxed and fully compressed bellows
AP pressure drop
AV volume capacity
Ax stroke length
6 angular displacement from equilibrium
rCe osmotic pressure within capillary
)rt osmotic pressure within interstitium
p density
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background
This thesis project is a continuation of a course project that originated in
Professor Alexander Slocum's Precision Machine Design course (2.75) at MIT, during the
fall of 2005. At the beginning of the semester, a panel of medical doctors pitched their ideas
of potential medical devices to be developed by a group of students in 2.75. The doctors that
are selected by the students then play the medical role on the development teams throughout
the semester. Dr. Robert Sheridan (Chief of Bum Surgery and Assistant Chief of Staff at the
Shriners Bum Hospital, and Division of Burns and Trauma, Department of Surgery,
Massachusetts General Hospital [MGH]) expressed his interest in creating a sNPWT device,
based on his disappointment with the current NPWT systems. With interest in the project,
Brenden Epps, Kevin Lin, Richard Timm, and Danielle Zurovcik formed a team to attack the
problem. They performed initial design work that explored sNPWT. Two sNPWT pump
prototypes were created and analyzed, which were based on a bellows and siphon concept.
Multiple wound dressings were also tested. The initial results were successful, and therefore,
this thesis project was initiated.
In this study, a formal design process was implemented, as research was built on the
initial results found in the Precision Machine Design course. All information presented in
this thesis is from research performed after completion of the course, except for the dressing
analysis, which is explored in section 7.2 and is the 2.75 coursework contribution of
Danielle Zurovcik. Additionally, the bellows prototype tested in section 7.1.1 is a study that
further analyzes the bellows prototype from the course project. Data from the course,
although providing initial concept performance data, were not detailed enough to make
accurate decisions on the final design.
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1.2 Current Study
The current study relates to the medical application of negative pressure wound
therapy (NPWT). NPWT is a treatment that promotes wound healing by: increasing blood
flow to the wound, promoting granulation tissue formation, removing interstitial fluid,
decreasing bacterial counts, uniformly drawing the wound closed, and protecting the wound
from the outside environment. It consists of: (1) a nonadherent, wound dressing used to fill
the wound cavity (e.g., a sterilized medical sponge), (2) a drainage tube placed adjacent to or
into the dressing, (3) an occlusive transparent film placed over the dressing and adhered to
the skin to maintain a seal, (4) a collection container for drained fluids from the wound, and
(5) a low pressure vacuum source. Using this therapy, a negative pressure between
40 mmHg and 200 mmHg is applied to the nonadherent dressing that is inserted in or over
the wound (depending on wound type and depth) for a prescribed period of time. Dressings
are frequently changed, as they are usually permitted a maximum application length of two to
three days. Wounds approved for treatment with NPWT by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) that have been found to benefit from this therapy are: chronic
wounds', partial-thickness bums, pressure ulcers, acute wounds, dehisced wounds 2, flaps,
traumatic wounds, diabetic ulcers, and graft-site preparation. NPWT has been clinically
proven to speed the healing time by a factor of three or more, and to aid in complete
recovery. This study aims to simplify current NPWT systems for application in third world,
military, disaster relief, and domestic environments through the development of simplified
negative pressure wound therapy (sNPWT) devices.
A Deterministic Design Process was used to design the sNPWT devices [1]. This
design process begins with a complete background review, literature search, and kinematics
study. Then, three iterative design tools: FRDPARRC Tables, weighted attribution charts,
and the PREP Process, in conjunction with fundamental design principles, are used to yield
creative, robust product designs. Both the sNPWT pump device and the dressing system
were analyzed using this process.
1 Wounds that do not heal conventionally within three months.
2 Wounds that result by rupturing or breaking open the skin, such as a surgical wound.
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At first, the sNPWT mechanical concept was analyzed for its feasibility in replacing
electrical, expensive NPWT systems. During this process, the limiting factor for sNPWT
was identified as the high air leak rate into the current NPWT systems, which requires the
systems to have a continuously powered vacuum pump. The main source of air leaks was
found at the dressing/wound interface, and methods were explored to reduce air leak rate
values to under 0.56 mL/min. This targeted air leak rate would allow the therapy to last for
eight hours between resetting a mechanical pump with a 300 mL volume capacity. A
.3300 mL volume capacity was chosen for safety reasons, relating to patient exsanguination.
Various dressings were found to satisfy this condition, as an air leak test was developed to
visually detect any air leaks. Once sNPWT was proven to be viable, the FRDPARRC
process was implemented.
The strategy of the project was to design for the customer needs and functional
parameters of sNPWT. With this strategy, a functional system would be produced that would
enter the market with a pull, rather than push approach. Doctors, nurses, and patients from
all targeted markets were interviewed to identify the customer needs, as an extensive study of
NPWT was performed to further define the functional parameters. A list of identified
customer needs and functional parameters, for both the therapy unit (vacuum pump device)
and dressing, is shown below in Table 1.1, with the top ranked parameters highlighted.
19
3 Bleeding to death.
Table 1.1: sNPWT therapy unit and dressing design parameters (strategy
components); top ranked parameters are highlighted.
sNPWT Therapy Unit sNPWT Dressing
Inexpensive Inexpensive
Accessible Accessible
Easy to Store Easy to Store
Easy to Assemble Easy to Apply
Easy to Use Applicable to Highly Contoured Surfaces
Safe (e.g., must not exsanguinate patient) Protects Wound from Erwironment
Portable Easy to Connect to Therapy Unit
Requires No Electrical Outlet Power or Wall Suction Sae (e.g., must be compatible with wound)
Apply a Constant 40 - 200 mmg Vacuum Portable
Colects Exudate for Easy Disposal Evenly Distributes Vacuum Pressure
ReusablelSterilizable (Third World) Provides method for exudate removal
Dispsl oped World) Disposable
Therapy unit and dressing embodiments were then derived from these initial strategy
components, from which the top ranked embodiments were prototyped and analyzed. All
initial embodiments, with the top ranked embodiments highlighted, are listed in Table 1.2.
The current study focused on the therapy unit, although many dressings were prototyped and
tested. Designing a dressing would require significantly more FDA-related approval time
and testing than the therapy unit. Therefore, the therapy unit was initially designed for use
with currently available, commercial wound dressings. In this study, most efforts toward the
dressing were focused on reducing air leaks.
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Table 1.2: sNPWT therapy unit and dressing embodiments; top ranked
are highlighted.
embodiments
After an initial analysis was performed to characterize the therapy unit embodiments,
the plastic bellows pump (initial, accordion, toilet plunger-based model4) was determined to
be the most desirable embodiment to meet the goals of this project. A detailed analysis was
carried out to define the parameters of an optimal bellows design. The final design was
determined to have a therapy implementation from 90 to 125 mmHg (since the bellows
applied vacuum pressure is not constant) and a volume capacity limitation of 300 mL. A
table of potential parameters for this design is presented in Table 1.3 (a condensed version of
Table 8.1). Relating to this table, the initial, accordion prototype did not have the desired
dimensions. Therefore, bellows manufacturers were contacted for currently manufactured
bellows with similar dimensions to the optimal design. Once obtained, the mold for this
bellows can be used to vary the wall thickness, and thus the stiffness of the bellows.
4 The initial prototype system was constructed from a bellows-type toilet plunger.
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sNPWT Therapy Unit sNPWT Dressing
Spring loaded syringe (constant force spring used CPR facemask with paint-on, spray-on, or
for constant pressure) manufacturer applied adhesive
Plastic beNows Round conformable rubber jar opener with paint-on,
(for increased vacuum pressure, can place in spray-on, or manufacturer applied adhesive
paralel with additional spring, or can add weights in
series)
Bladder pump Round conformable rubber jar opener with no pump.
Suction around wound cavity by jar opener suction
seal alone. Adsorbent filler dressing placed in
wound cavity
Inflating a balloon into a chamber, and opening the Sterilized plastic bag with paint-on or spray-on
balloon to atmosphere adhesive to provide an occlusive dressing to cover
the wound cavity tiller dressing
Gravity governed, roling diaphragm Spray foam filler dressing with occlusive covering
Siphon pump using two plastic containers and Sterilzed "kitchen" sponge with occulsive covering
connection tube
Evacuated. rigid chamber with small hand pump Liquid Latex (or Liquid Latex-like) sealant to seal
attached for charging occlusive dressing or conformable solid, or to act
as occlusive dressing itsel
Use a currently marketed medical dressing that
works for sNPWT (such as current NPWT
dressings) and add additional sealing agents to
decrease the air leak rate
Table 1.3: Parameters for a bellows with a pressure range between 90 and
125 mmHg, and a therapy capacity of 300 mL volume.
A (cm-) Ax (cm) k (N/m) F, (N) xa (cm)
54 5.6 446 89 20.0
62 4.8 599 103 17-3
71 4-2 790 119 15.0
81 3.7 1022 135 1312
92 3.3 1303 153 11.7
103 2.9 1638 171 10.4
114 2.6 2033 191 9.4
127 2.4 2496 211 8.5
In theory, with the proper dimensions and stiffness values, the optimal design can be
achieved. This theory was tested with a helical bellows obtained from a bellows
manufacturer. The manufacturer claimed that the helical shape causes the bellows to have
less memory when returning to their original length. However, after further analysis of the
helical bellows, it was determined that the stiffness characteristics of bellows in general are
dependent on their physical shape. The helical bellows had less desirable stiffness
characteristics than the accordion, toilet plunger-based model. Although this was discovered,
the helical bellows are still a potential design option, if the volume capacity is reduced, or if
the pressure range is expanded. Therefore, based on the project timeline, particularly for
clinical trials, the helical bellows may be the best prototype option if no other bellows of the
required dimensions can be obtained.
Clinical trials have been approved for the initial accordion-based bellows prototype,
which has a maximum vacuum pressure of 63.1 mmHg. Once a new bellows is
manufactured achieving a pressure range of 90 to 125 mmHg, an addendum to the current
clinical trials will be submitted, so that a larger patient poll will exist (typical therapy is
approximately 125 mmHg). The results from the clinical trials are highly desirable, as soon
as possible, as they will verify whether a non-constant vacuum pressure obtains successful
therapy results and if sNPWT is beneficial.
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2 Background
2.1 History of NPWT
The history of NPWT is controversial in its exact routes. There are many
documented cases of negative pressure therapy in wound healing throughout history;
however, their link to the present NPWT treatment is not clear. "Cupping" is the
terminology used for the earliest examples of negative pressure therapy, found predominantly
in the eastern world. Cupping has been used in China for thousands of years, and its earliest
documentation is in Bo Shu (an ancient book about silk, predating 28 AD), which was
discovered in an ancient tomb of the Han Dynasty in 1973 (Chen Bin, Dr. He Chong,
personal communications, 1995) [2].
Many different methods of cupping evolved over time. People originally used the
horns of cattle for applying negative pressure, and it was often referred to as the "horn
method." The horn was ignited to expel the air from inside the horn, and then it was used to
withdraw pus and blood in the treatment of boils and carbuncles5 . In another method, a hole
was placed in the tip of the horn, and the caregiver would manually evacuate the air by
mouth suction. Pressures achieved ranged from predominantly comfortable levels of low
pressure to more painful higher pressures. Exact pressures are unknown [2].
Eventually, cupping spread into the western world, as the horns of animals were
replaced by ceramic and glass cups, hollowed pumpkins, bamboo canes, and leeches [2]. As
the treatment grew more popular and was further investigated, its clinical applications grew
to be applied in surgical practice, in the treatment of poisonous snake bites, and for bleeding
diseases out of the body (also called blood letting). Cupping can still be found today in
various cultures. In many cases, it has developed into a special therapeutic method, and it is
currently the only poison removal method for snake bites in rural Africa [3]. Although not
directly related to the modern NPWT treatments, cupping was the first to link negative
pressure and wounds.
5 Painful, pus-filled bumps that form under your skin when bacteria infect one or more hair follicles.
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The development of modem NPWT treatments is unclear. The first widely
recognized clinical use was in 1952, when Raffel introduced closed wound suction
drainage [4]. Prophylactic drainage was proven to greatly enhance wound healing, minimize
postoperative complications, and reduce the duration of hospitalization following surgery [5].
Clinical studies confirmed the efficacy of wound drainage for a variety of uses, including the
removal of an accumulation of fluid or cellular debris. Although the proof of concept began
in 1952, it was not until the 1980s that this technology sparked a wide interest in the medical
field [6].
In the early 1980s, constant pressure NPWT began to be researched by many
surgeons and product manufacturers [6]. This increase in interest may be the result of
healthcare systems' push to reduce costs, especially by decreasing the length of hospital
stays. Both Russia and the U.S. were in the forefront of this technology. As seen in "The
Kremlin Papers," Russia readily explored NPWT in the 1980s with positive clinical results in
a variety of treatments. The studies showed that an intermittent therapy at low pressures,
between 35 mmHg and 80 mmHg, provided the most beneficial treatment [7].
Much of the research in the U.S. was done at the Wake Forest University Baptist
Medical Center, which reports their best clinical results at higher pressures (optimally
125 mmHg) with continuous suction [8]. Their NPWT system was originally developed by
Louis C. Argenta, M.D., Professor and Chairman of the Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Department, and Michael J. Morykwas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery Department. Wake Forest University patented their NPWT
apparatus and methods, and licensed the technology 6 exclusively to Kinetic Concepts, Inc.
(KCI) of San Antonio, TX in October 1993. In 1995, KCI received 5 10(k) approval from the
FDA for their Vacuum Assistive Closure (V.A.C.®) System, which made them the sole
NPWT device manufacturer in the world.
At the turn of the century, NPWT was gaining wide acceptance in the medical field,
as clinical trials continued to show positive results in increasing therapy applications. Then,
6 U.S. Patent 5,645,081, U.S. Patent 5,636,643, and Patent Serial No. PCT/US92/09649
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in November 2004, the FDA approved a second device, the Versatile 1, which was
manufactured by BlueSky Medical of Carlsbad, CA. They based their device on a flexible
membrane technology developed in the 1980s by Dr. Katherine Jeter, D.Ed, ET, and the
corresponding teachings of Dr. Mark Chariker [9]. This therapy resembles the intermittent,
low pressure (optimally 80 mmHg for the Versatile 1*) practices of the Russians. Since the
introduction of the Versatile 1*, Wake Forest University and KCI have sued BlueSky
Medical for patent infringement and have lost all litigations to date [10].
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2.2 Proof of NPWT
2.2.1 Scientific Theory
Two scientific theories have been documented that aim to explain why NPWT
promotes the healing of wounds. The first theory is based on mechanical principles, where
as the second theory is based on human physiology.
2.2.1.1 Mechanical
The first theory is mechanical in nature, and suggests that the stresses and strains
induced on tissue cells during negative pressure therapy (while using a porous, nonadherent
dressing) promote wound healing. Research to support this theory has been funded by KCI,
as it relates directly to their V.A.C.® system and the porosity of their sponge dressings. The
V.A.C.* system is in the class of micromechanical force (MMF) therapy devices. Relating to
previous studies performed with these devices, it is known that the mechanical environment
of a cell causes a change in the gene expression profile of resident wound cells. However,
the exact effect of mechanical forces on tissues and on wound healing is unknown.
In Dr. Dennis P. Orgill's Tissue Engineering and Wound Healing Laboratory at
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Vishal Saxena sought to prove that mechanical forces are
the underlying mechanism for NPWT success. He created a finite element analysis (FEA)
model of the wound tissue and the V.A.C.* sponge under the operating conditions of
70 to 150 mmHg. A solid, linear elastic, isotropic, homogenous model was used to imitate
the tissues under consideration, as five parameters were varied: stiffness of the wound
(Young's modulus of elasticity); compressibility of the wound (characterized by Poisson's
ratio); pore diameter of the sponge (defined by the distance between two struts in the model);
pore volume fraction of the sponge; and pressure applied to the sponge (or differential
thereof) [11].
Saxena's results suggest that the application of the V.A.C.* device exerts
micromechanical forces on individual cells in the wound bed, stimulating cell proliferation
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and promoting wound healing. In a wounded tissue, the normal matrix may be degraded or
severed. As Saxena's research explains, during V.A.C.® therapy, the tissue becomes seeded
in the sponge, which then provides a mechanically continuous structure to overcome the loss
of tissue integrity and substitute for the missing structural basis necessary for cell
proliferation. The FEA results support previous tissue research in that optimal strain levels
are apparent in promoting tissue healing (-10 percent). By optimizing the sponge parameters
based on the tissue parameters of a specific wound, it is hypothesized that the ideal sponge
can be obtained for a particular wound to produce the optimal strains [11].
Supporting the FEA results, histologic evidence of wound tissue microdeformation in
clinical wounds treated with the V.A.C.® system were compared to the FEA model
microdeformation. Histologic sections of wounds treated by the V.A.C.* system for
four to seven days showed an undulating contour with protrusions and indentations
corresponding to the geometry of the sponge's contact with the wound. The histologic
contours resembled the contours obtained in the FEA models from compression applied at
the sponge struts and tension between struts. This created an initial link between the FEA
results and clinical data. Currently, the research at the Tissue Engineering and Wound
Healing Laboratory aims to link the gene expression profile changes found in tissue under
V.A.C.* therapy to that of tissues studied under specific mechanical forces [11].
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2.2.1.2 Physiological
The second theory is based on human physiology, using the Starling-Landis equation,
Equation (2.1), which was first hypothesized in 1896 by Starling and proven in 1926 by
Landis. The Starling-Landis equation models the normal, pressure-related fluid leakage from
a blood capillary into the surrounding tissue. It is also used to show that in a normal
circulatory system, pressure equilibrium exists through the capillary membrane, through the
tissue spaces, and into the lymph capillary. This pressure balance dictates the equilibrium
between fluid leakage from the blood capillary and fluid reabsorption into the lymph
capillary in a normal circulatory system [12].
Net Filtration Across Capillary = Lymph Flow = KfC -[(P - P) - (fc K - r,)] (2.1)
In this equation, Pc and P, define the hydrostatic pressures within capillary and
interstitium (i.e. tissue), respectively; and ,rc and z define the osmotic pressures within
capillary and interstitium, respectively. Kc and oe define the coefficient constants for
filtration and reflection, respectively.
The filtration and reflection coefficients quantify characteristics that determine the
permeability of the capillaries. The filtration coefficient, Ke, is the product of the hydraulic
conductivity and the total surface area of all the capillaries in the given tissue. The rate that
fluid passes through the capillary membrane increases with an increase in the filtration
coefficient, for a given net pressure difference across the membrane. The reflection
coefficient, afc, represents the level of restriction of the pores in the capillary membrane to
the diffusion of protein molecules; it is used to generate an effective osmotic pressure
difference. However, from a quantitative point-of-view, the reflection coefficient is often left
out of the Starling-Landis equation, since normal values for non-visceral tissues are greater
than 0.99, and when values reach as low as 0.80, death would have already occurred [12].
In chronic wounds, trauma to the blood capillary decreases the osmotic potential
difference across the capillary wall. This increases filtration across the capillary to exceed
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reabsorption at the lymph, which promotes rapid edema in the wound. NPWT applies a
compression force in the wound that counteracts the increase in filtration pressure out of the
blood in the capillaries and into the surrounding tissues, which improves the equilibrium
between fluid leakage and fluid reabsorption [13]. Additionally, NPWT drains the
accumulated edema in the wound. Therefore, by applying hypobaric oxygen conditions
(negative gauge pressure) at the wound site, NPWT is believed to regain equilibrium in the
wound, which promotes wound healing.
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2.2.2 Clinical Studies
Extensive clinical trials have demonstrated the success of negative pressure in healing
FDA approved NPWT wound types. Evidence supporting the use of NPWT in the treatment
of chronic, non-healing wounds exists primarily in the form of nonrandomized, controlled
trials; prospective and retrospective large and small case series; single-center studies; and
single case studies, with few randomized, controlled clinical trials (RCT). Examples can be
found in Appendix A. Proven medical benefits of NPWT treatment, based on clinical results,
include:
" Promotes blood flow (perfusion) at the wound
" Removes interstitial fluid, bacteria, and infectious materials
* Increases rate of granulation tissue formation
* Provides a protected, moist healing environment
" Draws the wound edges together
" Reduces scar tissue formation
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2.3 NPWT Market
NPWT is one of the newest, medically proven treatments for healing chronic wounds
in the developed world. The market share of NPWT systems has significantly increased over
the past five years (since 2000), as success rates in clinical trials have proven its healing
ability. The NPWT market plays a significant role in the larger advanced wound
management market. KCI alone maintained a market share of 6.8% in 2004, and anticipated
an acquisition of up to 15% [14].
2.3.1 Current Market
The current NPWT market expands into both U.S. and international healthcare
systems. Based on data in Q4-05, the current U.S. domestic market entails 1.4 million
patients (2.5% of U.S. chronic wound patients) who have chronic wounds that would
significantly benefit from NPWT. Less than 20% of these patients were served by KCI's
distribution across acute care hospitals, extended care facilities, wound clinics, home health
care agencies, and patients' homes. No significant fraction was addressed by any other
wound therapy company [15]. Another market segment for NPWT is the U.S. military
market. KCI is a major distributor in the U.S. military wound management market, as a
significant number of wounded soldiers and disaster victims receive NPWT [16, 17]. In
2005, KCI earned a total of $706 million in revenue from V.A.C.® rentals ($519.5 M) and
sales ($186.5 M) in their U.S. markets [18].
KCI also dominates NPWT international markets. KCI currently has operations in 17
countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom. Most international revenue comes from the acute care setting. In 2005, KCI
earned a total of $201.5 million in revenue from V.A.C.* rentals ($96 M) and sales
($105.5 M) in their international markets [18].
As described above, KCI is currently the key player in the NPWT market. Their
agreements with group purchasing organizations (GPOs) and reimbursement under Medicare
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Part B account for a significant portion of their total revenue [18]. KCI was the sole
manufacturer of NPWT systems until 2005, and still captures over 99.9% of NPWT sales
with their V.A.C.* system. However, new market pressures are quickly appearing. In
Q4-05, KCI expected the global V.A.C.® market to increase at an annual growth rate of 11 to
15% per year, which was significantly lower than previous years. This was due to an
increasingly competitive environment, based on direct and indirect competition, and lower
reimbursement for negative pressure wound therapy supplies under Medicare Part B [18].
Despite KCI's low Q4-05 forecast, a strong global push for advanced dressings in the
medical field continues to become more prominent. This is due to the projected increase in
chronic wounds that require treatment, which is directly related to the increasing senior,
obese, and diabetic populations. The push for advanced dressings is portrayed in the current
market trends for wound healing. In general, health care systems are currently focusing on
effective healing techniques to decrease the length of stay, and thereby reducing the overall
cost of care incurred [14, 18, 19]. However, as experienced by KCI, the high costs of
advanced dressings, higher standards for reimbursement approval, and increased competition
are major challenges to significant market penetration [19].
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2.3.2 Targeted Market Expansion
This study aims to expand the NPWT markets, while positively impacting health care
systems and patients with wounds. The focus for an inexpensive, purely mechanical sNPWT
device increases the potential for possible NPWT application in the existing military and
domestic markets. It also takes NPWT technology to a marketplace where wound therapy
has not been implemented before: the third world market.
2.3.2.1 Domestic Market
The sNPWT systems could improve current domestic applications of NPWT. The
inexpensive nature of sNPWT allows for an increased number of patients to afford NPWT,
both in public and private care settings. Additionally, care facilities would be able to afford
to store many sNPWT devices on their shelf for instant application, without the need to
worry about rental timing issues or product availability. "The device is supposed to arrive
within two hours," explained Dr. Sheridan at Shriners Burn Hospital, ready to administer
NPWT to a patient. "We put the order in at 7:30 a.m. this morning, and here it is 12:30 p.m,
and no machine has arrived yet. This is not uncommon, and is something that we have to
deal with [20]."
The lightweight characteristic of sNPWT significantly increases the product value.
Currently, at Shriners Burn Hospital, Dr. Sheridan explains that "children are limited in their
activities, based on the heavier weight and electrical requirement of the current V.A.C.*
system used [20]." Many patients of all ages that receive NPWT are immobilized more from
the NPWT device, than their medical condition. Current NPWT is found to be prohibiting,
even to patients in wheelchairs. In general, the aging population is becoming more active,
requiring products that allow for increased mobility [14].
While improving the current NPWT treatment, sNPWT expands the domestic NPWT
market into new segments. With its low cost, easy use, and long shelf life, sNPWT devices
have the potential to be distributed at local, medical, retail stores for at-home or travel use. It
can be used for wound management of minor scrapes, cuts, and burns that would normally be
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managed by store-bought bandages. An ideal implementation would be in first aid kits, for
environments such as athletic events, construction sites, machine shops, and camping.
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2.3.2.2 Military and Disaster Relief Markets
Due to its lightweight, small size, and lack of electrical requirement, the sNPWT
device allows for possible application directly in the field, and increases the ability to transfer
patients, especially in austere environments. Specific general instances that would benefit
from sNPWT are:
" NPWT is currently unavailable on the battlefield with the nearest administration
in field hospitals. In these hospitals, power supply is a major issue, as generators
are sometimes used to supply power to only six outlets.
" The National Guard frequently performs emergency rescue missions in severe
environments, and treatment cannot be started until returning to hospital facilities.
* Electricity is not always reliable during battle or rescue missions, especially when
forced to rely on local utilities.
The U.S. Armed Forces would greatly benefit from the sNPWT devices. Specifically,
25,378 members of the U.S. Armed Forces were wounded in action between the initial
invasion of Iraq in 2003 and 15 May 2007 [21]. There are currently no standardized or
optimized methods of casualty management that prevent or minimize deficits and provide for
speedy wound healing [22]. All wounds are left open for transport. Currently, negative
pressure dressings, such as vacuum-assisted closure (V.A.C.*; Kinetic Concepts, San
Antonio, Texas), are frequently used in fixed facilities along the evacuation chain, but they
are expensive and not approved during flight [17, 23].
The importance of NPWT in disaster relief efforts was experienced during the 2004
tsunami disaster in Southeast Asia. Victims received traumatic injuries to the head, chest,
and limbs that were contaminated with drug resistant bacteria. The victims that were
European citizen tourists were taken by Medical Evacuation (MedEvac) aircrafts and
distributed among various care facilities. It was at these facilities that microbiological
assessment showed significant contamination issues in all open-wounded patients. At the
Cologne-Merheim Medical Center in Germany, these contaminants were controlled through
aggressive and repetitive debridement, together with vacuum-assisted closure for the
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interium [24]. With sNPWT, disaster relief can afford to stock lightweight, inexpensive
sNPWT devices to administer at ground zero facilities and in other situations involving
.7injuries with dermal disruption .
7 Includes, but not limited to, burns, lacerations, and puncture wounds.
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2.3.2.3 Third World Market
There are over 4.5 million third world cases of chronic, and potentially debilitating,
wounds [25]. Although these wounds may be caused by many complications, they are most
often found in patients that are malnourished or have poor blood circulation, such as
diabetics. They frequently occur in the form of an ulcer that develops from trauma to the
lower extremity of the body. This trauma ranges from continuous rubbing of the skin, for
example the rubbing of shoes on the foot, to the scratching of an irritation, to impact trauma
wounds, such as a bruise. Also, hitting hard in the developing community are accidental
puncture wounds to individuals in the prime of their working years. Small initial scrapes and
cuts continue to go untreated in unsanitary conditions, until it is debilitating to the individual.
Some of these wounds take years to heal, as others may never heal, causing great emotional,
physical, and financial stresses [20].
In the third world, chronic wounds are commonly left untreated until wound
management is absolutely necessary and wound severity has significantly increased. Most
wounds are left untreated, due to the lack of treatment methods available in the localized
community and lack of affordability in seeking medical attention. As time progresses, the
patient's pain increases, causing everyday activities to become a hurdle. Performing the
manual labor common for third world employment becomes too difficult to satisfy quotas.
By the time the proper medical attention is received, many wounds have encountered
infection or disease, and potentially require amputation [20].
Currently, the 4.5 million chronic wounds in the third world are usually treated by
debridement and then the application of various dressings. These dressings consist of
inexpensive gauzes, patches, and films readily available in the clinics (private clinics treat
10% of patients) and hospitals (public hospitals treat 90% of patients). However, these have
no wound specific healing agents other than protection from the outside environment [20].
The most common treatment offered at care facilities is the application of wet-to-dry
dressings (dressings that are applied moist with saline and allowed to dry before
removal) [20, 26]. As the moisture in the wet bandage evaporates, loose biomaterial inside
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the wound sticks to it. It is assumed that wound debridement occurs when the dressings are
removed and replaced. These dressings are also commonly used in the United States. Their
effectiveness and benefits are often debated [27].
It is estimated that a minimum of 2.5% of wounds in the third world are good
candidates for NPWT (using the same percentage as the U.S, even though wound incidence
and the potential for complications are significantly higher in the third world) [15]. NPWT is
not readily available in the third world due to its current high cost, electrical need, and
economic complexity [20]. The device developed in this study would provide an affordable,
applicable NPWT treatment for the austere environments encountered in the third world.
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2.4 Current Products
The two market leaders of current NPWT devices are Kinetic Concepts Inc. (KCI)
and BlueSky Medical. Their products fixed cost range from $15 K to $20 K for the therapy
unit (approximately $120 per day to rent) and $20 to $30 per disposable dressing [28, 29].
The devices of both companies require a 100 to 240 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz, electrical supply, in
order to power the pump, microprocessor systems, digital displays, and to allow for
significant air leaks in their systems.
Air leaks may occur at the dressing seal or at various connections in the system, and
increased power is needed to pump this excess fluid. A threshold exists for the amount of air
leaks allowed into the system, which is signified by a therapy shut-off alarm. As the alarm
sounds, therapy is automatically stopped until the device is manually reset and the detected
air leaks fall below the threshold value. Another key safety feature that is currently powered
by the microprocessor and sensory system is the detection of rapid blood flow into the
exudate collection chamber that powers-off the device. If a vein or artery is ruptured during
therapy, negative pressure therapy has the potential to exsanguinate the patient. Thus, air
leak detection and blood flow detection are often coupled into the same sensory system.
Due to the need for a 100 to 240 VAC electrical supply, high fixed cost, seal
complexity, and microprocessor system operation, these devices are applied only by a trained
professional and have a significant lack of transportability. A few designs have addressed
the transportability issue with an additional battery option; however, these batteries typically
only last for less than 4 hours. Batteries also introduce the issue of battery management for
recharging purposes, and therefore, these new devices are not widely accepted for use in a
hospital-type setting.
Besides NPWT systems, other medical dressings exist that are used for wound
treatment. Although these products do not apply NPWT, they compete in the wound healing
market, and are more of a direct competitor as sNPWT aims for treatment options in austere
environments and in the domestic market.
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2.4.1 Kinetic Concepts Incorporated
Kinetic Concepts Incorporated (KCI) is a company based out of San Antonio, Texas
that manufactured the first NPWT device on the market in 1995, the V.A.C.® Therapy
System. Since its initial launch, this device has been clinically proven to promote wound
healing, to decrease the length of hospital stay, and to decrease the incidence of
complications. It is supported by "one of the most substantial clinical evidence bases in
wound care [30]." Some of these clinical trials are discussed in Appendix A [31].
Since KCI has pioneered the NPWT industry with their V.A.C.® Therapy Systems,
their product specifications and trends were thoroughly researched to understand the grounds
for future advancements. The history of the industry is also represented through their
product innovations.
Since the launch of the original V.A.C.* Therapy System, Kinetic Concepts has
expanded their NPWT market with additional devices, dressings, and accessories to meet
their customer demands. Therapy unit innovation has focused on increasing transportability
by decreasing size and weight and increasing battery life. There has also been a focus on
medical-related technologies, as seen in the V.A.C.* Instill® System. In this system,
instillations of wound healing agents are capable of being directly injected into the wound
bed during V.A.C.® Therapy. Currently, KCI offers three therapy units: V.A.C.® ATS®
System, V.A.C.* Freedom® System, and V.A.C.® Instill® System, along with a separate
V.A.C. Freedom® Car Adapter accessory, for charging its battery. The descriptions and
specifications of these products are outlined in Table 2.1, and a picture of each therapy unit is
shown in Figure 2.2 [32, 33, 34, 35].
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Table 2.1: KCI therapy unit specifications [32, 33, 34, 35].
_ 
Sp cification
Products) DescriDtion W x H x D Wtt Negative Elect. Battery Life Cost per Unit CPT
I s) Pressure Range Power thrs) ($/day rental) Codes
tmmHal ___
Designed for higher acuity
VAC I ATS 0 System wounds for patients in acute 14.6"x11"x7.1" 12 3 50-200 Yes 4 $120 976W6VA ®AT Sstm care and long-term care (70W) -10 97606facilities.
VAC 0 Freedom ® System A norble syste alng 6.6"x3.1 x7 5" 32 50-200 Yes -12 97606
Automated delivery of topical
wound solutions to wound Yes 97605/VAC 9 Instill 8 System sites via Instill Therapy' 15.6"x1"x7.1" 14,6 50-200 (70W) -4 97606
combined with V-A C-0
Therapy.
Dressing innovation has aimed for easier dressing application, shorter dressing
changes, and patient comfort. Many of the innovations lie in dressings for specific
application in highly contoured areas of the body, which are difficult to seal. The original
porous dressings were sized to fit the wound by manually cutting the foam. New dressings
were invented with perforations to provide easy customization of dressing width and depth.
Medical innovation was also applied to the V.A.C.® GranuFoam* Dressing by micro-
bonding metallic silver evenly throughout the dressing in the V.A.C. GranuFoam® SilverTM,
introduced in 2005. Silver has been proven beneficial in wound healing for its antimicrobial
properties [36].
Various iterations exist of two types of porous dressings: V.A.C.* GranuFoam® and
V.A.C.® Vers-FoamTM, which are inserted into the wound and sealed with the original
occlusive dressings: V.A.C.* Drape® and V.A.C.® Extra-Large Drape. The descriptions and
specifications of these products are outlined in Figure 2.1, with information taken directly
from product brochures [36, 37]. A picture of the products is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Porous Dressing Inserted into Woundi I
V.A.C.® GranuFoam@
Made of open, reticulated polyurethane (PU) foam
m Flexible design adapts to the contours of deep and
irregularly shaped wounds.
n Open reticulated pore sizes of 400-600 micrometers
assist granulation.
n Open pore nature of V.A. C. GranuFoam@ ensures
equal distribution of the negative pressure at the
wound site.
m Hydrophobic, open pore structure helps facilitate
exudate removal.
(Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large Dimensions)
- or -
Specialty Dressings
I
V.A.C.® Gran
Heel Dres
o Easy-to-use dre
specifically for he
uFoam® V.A.C.® G
;ing Thin D
ssing * Easy-to-si
el wounds for shallow v
V.A.C.® Abdominal
Dressing System
m Advanced management of
the open abdomen
ranuFoam@
ressing
ze dressing
ounds
I
V.A.C.® GranuFoam@
Hand Dressing
. Customized dressing specifically
for wounds of the hand
V.A.C.@ GranuFoam@
Round Dressing
* Easy-to-size dressing for
wound width and depth
V.A.C.® GranuFoam@®
SilverTM
* Combines benefits of V.A.C.@
Therapy with the protection of silver
V.A.C.® Vers-Foam TM
Made of micro-porous, polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) material
" Non-adherent material helps promote graft survival.
" High tensile strength ideal for wounds with tunnels
or undermining.
m Increased density for restricted in-growth of
granulation tissue for a more comfortable
dressing change.
m Helps protect delicate underlying structures.
(Small and Large Dimensions)
Occulsive Dressing Applied over Foam
V.A.C.® Drape®
m Adhesive drape (30.5 x 26 cm)
V.A.C.® Extra-Large Drape
. Adhesive drape (66 x 84 cm)
Figure 2.1: Description of KCI porous and occlusive dressings [36, 37]
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Figure 2.2: Image of KCI products [35].
Another area for innovation was in pressure sensing during therapy. Previously, there
was one hole in the connector tube between the porous dressing and the therapy unit. This
hole was for the fluid path, and the output vacuum pressure was sensed at the therapy unit.
However, the new Therapeutic Regulated Accurate Care (T.R.A.C.®) Technology offers an
increased ability to monitor and maintain the target pressure at the wound site, for delivery of
a more consistent therapy. This technology is designed into the connector tube. The wound
exudate is removed by the application of negative gauge pressure through the center hole in
the cross-section of the tube. In addition to this large, center hole, four smaller holes also run
the length of the tube, which run through the outside wall of the tube. These small holes are
for independent pressure sensing paths. A schematic of the T.R.A.C.® cross-section is shown
in Figure 2.3 [38].
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Pressure Sensing Paths
SFluid Path
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the T.R.A.C.* cross-section [38].
Along with sensing innovations, came additional tube innovations that made the
connection from the dressing to the therapy unit a lot easier. In the original dressings, a slot
existed in the porous dressing to receive the end of the tube. This caused issues when
applying the occlusive dressing. Since the tube projected from the side of the porous
dressing, the occlusive dressing had to be carefully "pinched" around the tube and sealed to
the skin. Many air leaks in the system resulted from the "pinch" and "wrinkles" in the seal to
the skin. These air leaks often exceeded the threshold of the device, which caused an alarm
to signify a faulty dressing, and the suction was stopped. The wound immediately had to be
redressed to administer therapy. Failure relating to a faulty dressing not only occurred during
the initial dressing application, but movement of the patient often pulled the tube and stressed
the occlusive dressing's seal enough to trigger the alarm and stop therapy [20].
The air leak problem was solved with a new elbow tube connector called the
T.R.A.C. Pad® Connector. To apply this connector, the occlusive dressing is slit over the
porous dressing, where the tube will be connected to the dressing. The elbow connector is
then applied by aligning the tube opening on the elbow with the slit, and then pressing the
additional occlusive dressing that exists on the elbow connector on top of the existing
occlusive dressing [37]. This minimizes air leaks at the tube connection site. Since the new
elbow is easier to apply, the air leak rate typically falls below the V.A.C.* therapy unit
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threshold value [20]. However, as determined in this study, it does not produce a repeatable,
acceptable level for sNPWT.
Although the new elbow connector enables better NPWT dressing application, there
still exists a few issues that both doctors and patients notice. One issue that still remains is
that the elbow direction needs to be decided before insertion, as the elbow does not rotate
around a hinge. Additionally, an issue exists in the design of the new connection tube. Since
the connection method was designed to be air leak resistant, quick connectors are
manufactured to the ends of the connection tube. Therefore, the tube length is preset with the
new connection method and cannot be cut-to-length [20, 39].
The elbow connector has been integrated into two retail products, the V.A.C.® Instill®
Pad and the T.R.A.C.® Pad®. The V.A.C.* Instill® Pad is used with the V.A.C.* Instill®
System, and includes a Luer connector and cap. The T.R.A.C. * Pad® is used with general
V.A.C.® Therapy, and includes a length of tube pre-sealed to the elbow and a tube clamp.
An air leak resistant, quick connector exists at the end of this tube away from the wound, for
quick connection to a second piece of tube that is pre-sealed at the opposite end to the
therapy unit collection canister. A picture of the T.R.A.C.® Pad® is shown in Figure 2.2.
Two additional tube accessories that were developed to meet customer needs are the
T.R.A.C.* Y-Connector and the T.R.A.C.* Tubing Cap. The T.R.A.C.® Y-Connector is used
to split a connector tube into two separate tubes. This allows one therapy unit to service
multiple dressings through a tree-like network. The T.R.A.C.* Tubing Cap is used to cap the
end of a tube when therapy is not applied to the dressing. For example, this can be used for
convenience, if a patient needs to use the restroom [37].
The collection canister is one more component of the original V.A.C.* Therapy
System that has been modified into several different versions, in order to meet customer
needs. The collection canister collects the wound exudate during therapy, and must be able
to be easily replaced when the alarm to change the canister is signaled. A few additional
features are: a charcoal filter to reduce odor, a hydrophobic filter to prevent leaks, and an
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optional gel pack to solidify wound exudate. For the V.A.C.* ATS® System and V.A.C.*
Instill® System, 500 mL and 1000 mL canisters are available, and for the V.A.C.® Freedom®
System, a 300 mL canister is available (gel is included, and not optional). Each canister has
a tube connected to it, with a tube clamp and a tube quick connector (as previously
discussed) opposite the canister end [40].
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2.4.2 BlueSky Medical
Although BlueSky Medical did not enter the NPWT market until late 2004, they were
quick to offer a selection of products, many following suit with KCI's NPWT product trends.
BlueSky Medical's first NPWT system on the market was the Versatile lTM Wound Vacuum
System. Portability of this device was offered through its 15 foot power cord, and through
components that were sold separately: a wheeled pump stand; a car connector adapter; a
carryall bag; and a universal holder mount for IV stands, bed rails, tables, etc. Then, in late
2006, BlueSky Medical released a battery operated device called the VISTATM Versatile 1
Portable. This pump offered its portability through its battery life of four hours, its modest
weight (4.3 lbs.), and its smaller size (10.2 x 9.8 x 4.2 in.). Recommended therapy (for
patient comfort and compliance) for both systems is at lower pressures from 40 to 80 mmHg;
however, a maximum of 200 mmHg is capable of being applied [41, 42]. Both of these
NPWT systems are shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: BlueSky Medical Pumps: Versatile lTM Wound Vacuum System (left)
and V 1 STATM Versatile 1 Portable (right) [41, 42].
As with KCI, BlueSky Medical offers a variety of dressings; however, BlueSky
Medical's dressings are very different from KCI dressings. BlueSky Medical does not base
their system off the stresses and strains cause by porous dressings. Instead, they believe in
the medical theory guided by the Starling-Landis equation [4]. They have two types of
dressing methods. The first one is applied by protecting the wound bed with impregnated,
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non-adherent gauze, sizing a drain (which is manufactured at the end of a drainage tube, as a
single part) and placing it into the wound, covering the drain with anti-microbial gauze to fill
the wound, and then covering the wound bed with NPWT transparent, adhesive dressing,
which attaches to the surrounding skin. The adhesive dressing must be pinched around the
drainage tube that exits the wound, and then must be secured to the skin. Ostomy paste is
sold as an accessory for an alternative in creating an air-tight seal where the drainage tube
exits the wound. Four types of drains exist for this application: a flat drain, a round drain, a
channel drain to place into tunneling wounds or fistulas, and an irrigation/aspiration drain for
easy delivery of saline or medication without the need for dressing removal. A schematic of
this dressing method, along with an image of a flat drain is displayed below in
Figure 2.5 [43].
The second dressing method is administered with the Miller DermiVexTM Drain.
This method does not include a dressing material to place inside of the wound. It is simply
applied by placing a convex, silicone solid over the wound bed, which conforms and seals to
the skin surrounding the wound when negative pressure is applied. It is advertised that this
simple drain/dressing is just as effective as the first dressing method discussed, but reduces
the time, materials, and cost [43]. BlueSky Medical claims that no tissue tearing or in-
growth has been reported from any of their dressings; a problem that is commonly faced with
the porous, KCI dressings [41, 43]. An image of this dressing is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: BlueSky Medical Drains: Flat drain (top left) with diagram of its
insertion into a wound (bottom left) and Miller DermiVexTM Drain
(right) [43].
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BlueSky Medical has many products that are centralized around the exudate
collection canister. Either a 250 mL or an 800 mL disposable canister can be used in both
Versatile 1TM Systems. In order to detect overflow, two methods can be applied. The first
method, which is the default method of both systems, is the visualization of a full canister by
the user. Since overflow may occur by relying on this method, the canister is connected to
the systems with a bacteria/overflow protection filter. Using this connection method, the
systems remain protected from the fluid, as a simple design is maintained. BlueSky Medical
offers a more complex, visual and audible alarm, called the AqualertTM, as an accessory.
Odor control mechanisms are also offered as accessories. An odor control filter exists that
attaches directly to the bacteria/overflow protection filter, and a second odor control
mechanism is a solidifier that is placed directly into the collection canister [41, 42, 43].
Three additional tube accessories that meet customer needs are the Y-connector, the
disposable wound ruler, and the disposable pH test strips. Similar to KCI's T.R.A.C.* Y-
Connector, BlueSky Medical's Y-connector allows one therapy unit to service multiple
wound sites through a tree-like network. The wound ruler is a simple, disposable ruler for
wound measurement monitoring, and the disposable pH test strips are for pH
monitoring [43].
Although BlueSky Medical offers many similar products to KCI's offerings, their
NPWT is based off of a different fundamental theory. This can be seen in the difference in
dressing styles, and proves the validity of the different theories discussed in the Scientific
Theory section (2.2.1) of this thesis. BlueSky Medical has many successful clinical results
with their products; some are discussed in Appendix A [44].
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2.4.3 Other Products
On the lower performance spectra, sNPWT systems compete with various,
inexpensive wound dressings. None of these dressings promote the healing of chronic
wounds or remove contaminants; however, they are frequently used based on their low cost
and easy accessibility. Based on design, their main purpose is to protect wounds from their
environment. The recommended dressing changes average about three times per day,
compared to 48 to 72 hours for sNPWT and NPWT [27]. Typically, for difficult wounds,
wet-to-dry dressings (a type of inexpensive dressing discussed in the Third World Market
section (2.3.2.3)) are used when other treatment options are not available [16, 45]. In the
third world, wet-to-dry dressings are used for the treatment of all wounds, including chronic
wounds [26].
Capillary action materials are used to facilitate healing in minor wounds. They apply
very low negative pressure treatment, too low to be considered NPWT. This form of
treatment is usually found in dressings such as small topical bandages to provide NPWT-like
benefits to very small, self-healing wounds, such as blisters and brush bums. Treating a
wound with this technology enhances the healing environment. Capillary action materials
are filled with small capillaries between the wound and outside environment. A negative
pressure is applied by capillary action of fluid flowing from the wound to the outside
environment, thereby, removing interstitial fluid. One example of a capillary action material
is Johnson&Johnson's First Aid Advanced Care Advanced Healing Adhesive Pads [46].
New wound-related technologies are currently being developed for various
applications. For example, silver is being applied to dressings for its antimicrobial
properties, maggot therapy is being applied for the effective and efficient cleaning of wounds
with a high bacteria count, and a chitosan bandage, made from crustacean shells, is being
used for hemorrhage control. Although these technologies are currently being explored, new
products are slowly entering the market. Sometimes, as seen in the V.A.C.® GranuFoam*
SilverTM dressing, these new technologies are integrated into NPWT systems. It is this
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integration, along with innovations based on customer needs, that will help to keep the
NPWT and sNPWT markets healthy and prosperous.
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3 Physics of Operation
As with many product designs, understanding the fundamental physics that underlies
NPWT systems will provide design freedom in the future development of successful sNPWT
devices.
3.1 Physics of NPWT
The current NPWT systems are all powered by an electrical power source. By using
electrical power, the current designs easily incorporate technical features, such as alarms,
LEDs, and on-board computer interfaces. They are also able to account for system
inefficiencies by drawing more power. Understanding the distribution of power and the
source of inefficiencies is important for design improvements. Since the specification for the
maximum power consumption of a therapy unit is 70 Watts, it is assumed that the typical
operating power is 35 Watts, 50 % of the maximum consumption. The V.A.C.* ATS®
System is the system used during this study, but estimates are relevant for most NPWT
systems. However, the V.A.C.® Freedom® System and the VISTATM Versatile 1 Portable
may have a reduced maximum power requirement for portability and battery life.
Figure 3.1 shows a simplified schematic diagram of a NPWT device. The alarms,
LEDs, and other technical features that are not directly related to the NPWT function are
considered to be included in the microprocessor system for simplicity.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of NPWT systems.
The minimum power requirement (neglecting viscous friction between the fluid and
the tube) for NPWT alone can be determined by analyzing the input and output of the
system. How much power is required by the power source to drain the typical amount of
exudate? A first-order estimate based on inviscid flow is governed by Equation (3.1).
P=Q*AP (3.1)
Equation (3.1) presents the calculation for the power (P) needed for a fluid to flow at
a rate (Q) across a pressure drop (AP). A pressure drop of 125 mmHg will be used in this
initial analysis, since it is the default value of the V.A.C.® Therapy System, which are the
pressure and system most used in practice. Next, the flow rate must be estimated. According
to Dr. Robert Sheridan [20], it is estimated that a typical wound has a fluid flow rate of about
100 mUday during NPWT. With these estimates, the minimum power requirement to
administer NPWT is 20 micro-Watts. Assuming a pump efficiency of 25 %, the power
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requirement for the pump is 80 micro-Watts, which is significantly less than the 35 Watts
power requirement of the therapy unit.
Along with the minimum power requirement of the pump, many other aspects of the
therapy unit need power to operate properly. A portion of the power is used to operate the
control system/microprocessor, and a smaller portion is used to power the pressure sensor.
Power consumption for the control system/microprocessor system is assumed to be 21 Watts,
60% of the average NPWT operating power, and the pressure sensor is assumed to operate at
0.02 Watts. With these power requirement estimates, the NPWT has 14 Watts of unused
power of the average 35 Watts requirement.
What function requires more power? One parameter that has not been accounted for
is the leak rate of air into the system from dressing interfaces. These air leaks increase the
power requirement of the pump, since the flow rate, Q, will increase. Therefore, the flow
rate has two components, as shown in Equation (3.2).
Q = Qonc + Qai, (3.2)
Analyzing Equation (3.1) with a power of 3.5 Watts (25% pump efficiency at
14 Watts input) and pressure drop of 125 mmHg, a possible air leak rate of 18 kL/day, or
13 L/min, is obtained. This high air leak rate explains the "hissing" sound that caregivers are
alerted to in the V.A.C. documentation [47]. Although very large, this estimate seems
reasonable. (Note that viscous friction has been ignored during analysis; it is wound and
system dependent. The addition of friction would slightly decrease the air leak rate
estimation. However, it would remain significant, since most of the fluid flow is air.) As
discussed in the Current Products section (2.4), the NPWT devices have an alarm that detects
rapid air leaks into the system for automatic shut-off. Although the threshold of this sensory
system for the V.A.C.* ATS® System is not publicly known, the suction capacity for the
V1STATM Versatile 1 Portable is advertised at 8 L/min. Using this value, and assuming a
pressure drop of 125 mmHg, the power requirement of the V 1 STATM Versatile 1 Portable
pump at 25% efficiency is 8.9 Watts. The threshold values of a portable therapy unit would
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be expected at a lower value, based on power restrictions of the battery. Therefore, the air
leak estimation of 13 Llmin is reasonable. Hence, most of the pump power is expended in
leakage, along with frictional losses, which value depends on system design.
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3.1.1 Air Leak Elimination
The most simple, feasible power source for a sNPWT system is the patient, or the
caregiver. A major barrier in designing human powered sNPWT systems is the high air leak
rate found in NPWT systems. With this high leak rate, the sNPWT system would need a
continuous supply of human power at 14 Watts (assuming the same 25% pump efficiency as
the electrical pump, worst case scenario) in order to maintain 125 mmHg vacuum pressure.
A sNPWT system is not feasible under these strenuous conditions, because human power
output, lasting longer than four minutes, has a logarithmic decay over time [48]. The only
way to achieve a sNPWT design is to power it with stored energy.
The goal for the sNPWT design is to store human energy, such that there is a
maximum time between necessary energy restorations. Ideally, the system would not need to
be restored between the two to three day dressing changes; therefore, the entire system could
be serviced at once. However, due to the high NPWT air leak rates, it was decided that
resetting the system every eight hours should be acceptable. Additionally, for this study, the
maximum time required to reset the sNPWT pump was determined to be ten seconds. The
time to reset the sNPWT pump competes with flipping the on/off switch of the NPWT
system and then programming the CPU (typically touching a screen once or twice).
With an input time of ten seconds, the maximum input power that the sNPWT device
can require is estimated at a conservative value of 200 Watts (based on the sustainable, useful
power of the arms alone, for periods of time under 20 seconds) [48]. An input of 200 Watts
for less than 20 seconds, however, is not sufficient for the current system. Assuming a ten
second input time, eight hours between pump restorations, 25% pump efficiency, 125 mmHg
vacuum, and 18 kL/day air leak rate, the current system would require 40 kW of human input
power (using Equations (3.1, 3.2, and 3.3), with W representing the work done by either the
human or the pump). The air leak rate must be reduced!
P-W (3.3)
t
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With the high air leak rate identified as the barrier for sNPWT, initial bench level
tests were performed to identify the main source of air leaks in the system and to analyze air
leak reduction methods. Using this experimental data, the feasibility of sNPWT was
determined. What is the air leak rate that a sNPWT system can endure? Designing for
energy restorations every eight hours, lasting ten seconds at 200 Watts, the air leak rate
threshold of the system is 62.5 mL/min or 0.09 kL/day (assuming 125 mmHg, 25%
efficiency, and a device capable of storing a high potential energy).
The NPWT system has two locations of potential air leaks located at each end of the
connection tube. The connection tube is attached to the collection canister and then to the
pump with commercially available, sealed connectors. These connectors were assumed to
meet their air-tight specifications; therefore, the opposite end of the tube at the wound site
was targeted for detailed analysis. The connection of the tube to the wound site relies
significantly on the user and his or her technique and experience in applying wound
dressings, as proven in the following experiments. It was identified as the main source of air
leaks into the system.
An experiment was performed using KCI's V.A.C.* GranuFoam® Dressing, where
four volunteers (not familiar with NPWT) each applied the dressing onto a 7.6 cm2 area of
clean skin (unwounded, with hair). Initially, the proper dressing of a wound was
demonstrated, referencing text from the dressing's brochure, and all questions were
answered. Then, each individual applied the dressing, and a 50 mmHg vacuum pressure was
administered. Each individual completed three trials. For each trial, the rate of the pressure
increase at the wound site was measured with a Vernier Gas Pressure Sensor, and the average
air leak rate was recorded. The results are listed under Experiment 1 in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Average air leak rate for Experiments 1 and 2.
Air Leak Rate (mUmin)
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
- 0.064
Volunteer 1 962 0 019
28.1 0.013
- 0.032
Volunteer 2 24.0 0.050
6.6 0.023
- 0.028
Volunteer 3 17.4 0.026
49.1 0.014
60.5 0 053
Volunteer 4 66.6 0.017
27.3 0.015
Average Air Leak Rate 41.8 0.029
A vacuum pressure of 50 mmHg was the limit applied at high leak rates. It was used
in all trials (in Experiments 1 and 2) for comparison purposes. However, it should be noted
that in three trials (the first trial of three volunteers), the leak rate was too high, and a
pressure was not able to be statically applied. These three trials were not included in the
numerical analysis; therefore, the average air leak rate reported for Experiment 1 (Table 3.1)
does not take into account this initial learning curve.
The average air leak rate result for the initial trials is 41.8 m/min, or
0.06 kL/day. (A detailed description of the analysis used for Experiment 1 and 2, and the
corresponding equations, is discussed in the Feasibility Analysis section (7.2.3). For the
current analysis, Vsystem in Equation (7.9) is 43 gmi 3 , and Psyste, is 50 mmHg.) Although the
rates in Experiment 1 are under the humanly feasible threshold values, they are on the same
order of magnitude and require high energy storage. Additionally, as previously stated, three
individuals had a much higher air leak rate on their first trial. The results of Experiment 1
were deemed unsatisfactory for repeatable sNPWT.
After the initial trials were complete, additional wound dressing instructions were
given that highlighted the desire to reduce air leaks. The kinked channels in the dressing
were addressed in relation to their high air leak rates, and the "pinch method," described in
the Kinetic Concepts Incorporated section (2.4.1), was more thoroughly demonstrated. Each
individual performed three additional trials (Experiment 2), as the rate of the pressure
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increase was recorded. The average air leak result for the trials was 0.029 mLl/min (see
Table 3.1), or 4.18e-5 kL/day, significantly less.
The air leak rate for NPWT was thus found to depend extensively on the dressing
application. The average air leak rate in Experiment 2, 0.029 mL/min, corresponds to a ten
second human input power of 0.31 Watts, for sNPWT lasting eight hours at 125 mmHg
vacuum (25% efficiency). This value falls significantly below the human threshold power
level of 200 Watts. Minimizing air leaks into the system through both the pump and dressing
components is essential to the success of sNPWT. The appropriate training and proper
dressing application techniques are critical. The method must be repeatable!
Additionally, through the design process, a design for the sNPWT pump can be
chosen that has a much higher efficiency than the NPWT systems. This will also lower the
power losses, and thus the input power needed. Since the experimental results proved human
powered NPWT to be viable, innovative sNPWT designs were explored for the pump and
dressing subsystems with minimal air leaks.
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3.2 Physics of sNPWT
In this study, it is defined that sNPWT systems present inexpensive, purely
mechanical solutions for NPWT. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic diagram of a sNPWT device,
for comparison to the NPWT devices represented in Figure 3.1. In sNPWT systems, the
power input is supplied by a human and governed by Equation (3.4).
P=F*d (34)
t
In this equation, P is the power (human input, 200 Watts maximum), F is the input force, d is
the distance traveled, and t is the time elapsed (human input, ten seconds maximum).
Power
Source
PWound
Vacuum
Source
Wound Exudate/ sNPWT
Medical WasteI
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of sNPWT systems.
Human power is initially put into the system, and stored as potential energy for
system operation over time. Two methods of storing potential energy used in this study are:
(1) lifting a mass vertically to store gravitational potential energy; and (2) compressing or
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stretching a spring from its equilibrium position to store elastic potential energy. The power
output of the mechanical system is also governed by Equation (3.4), where F is the output
force, or operational force. The operational force is capable of being output with the stored
potential energy over time.
Magnitudes of these forces are governed by properties of the system, which are
shown in the force equations: Equation (3.5), Equation (3.6), Equation (3.7), Equation (3.8),
and Equation (3.9). Equation (3.5) represents the gravitational force equation in relation to
stored gravitational potential energy. The force downward that a suspended mass exerts is
equal in magnitude to the mass (m) multiplied by the gravitational constant (g), assumed to
be 9.8 M/s2
Fg= m*g (3.5)
The elastic force applied by stored elastic potential energy is governed by
Equation (3.6), Equation (3.7), Equation (3.8), or Equation (3.9), depending on the spring
used. The force acts in the direction that returns the spring to its equilibrium position. For
linear compression springs, the magnitude is equal to Equation (3.6): the spring constant (k)
multiplied by the linear displacement from equilibrium (x).
F., = k * x (3.6)
However, for nonlinear compression springs, the spring constant is a function of material
properties and design parameters, and therefore is a function of x, as shown in
Equation (3.7).
Fs = k(x)* x (3.7)
Linear torsion springs are governed by Equation (3.8): the spring constant (k) multiplied by
the angular displacement from equilibrium ().
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F,7 =k*8 (3.8)
Nonlinear torsion springs are governed by Equation (3.9).
Fsn= k(9)*8 (3.9)
The force applied by the stored potential energy operates a mechanical pump that
applies the desired vacuum pressure. The vacuum pressure pulled by the pump is governed
by Equation (3.10), where P represents the applied pressure, F represents the applied force,
or operational force (examples shown in Equation (3.5), Equation (3.6), Equation (3.7),
Equation (3.8), and Equation (3.9)), and A represents the cross-sectional area of the applied
force.
FP=- (3.10)
A
This analysis presents future design considerations, as a constant pressure can be pulled with
a gravitational force from a suspended mass (even when the elevation varies, since g remains
relatively constant), by maintaining a constant cross-sectional area. However, the pressure
pulled using a spring will not be constant with displacement while maintaining a constant
cross-sectional area (unless a constant force spring is used, where F is a constant parameter
for all displacements).
The key safety feature of a NPWT device is its ability to stop therapy if a vein or
artery is ruptured, in order not to exsanguinate the patient. Since the sNPWT systems in this
study are purely mechanical, a mechanical safety system must be applied. After consulting
Dr. Robert Sheridan [20], it was determined that a safe amount of blood to remove from a
patient is 300 mL. Therefore, the internal, closed volume for exudate collection in the
sNPWT system must be limited to 300 mL or less. Therapy must be stopped after 300 mL of
exudate are collected, and the collection chamber must be emptied to resume therapy. By
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limiting the volume, air leaks into the system become an even more prominent issue in the
design of the device.
If the pump and collection chamber are two separate components, the air flow can
bypass the collection chamber and fill the pump. Therefore, the time between pump resets is
dictated by its volume capacity and air leak rate. If the reset time is longer than the time it
takes to fill the 300 mL collection chamber with exudate, it would be desirable to reset the
pump when the collection chamber is emptied.
If the pump and the collection chamber are the same, this limiting volume dictates the
cross-sectional area and stroke length of the pump. The pump must be reset when the
300 mL chamber is full of an exudate and air mixture. In this case, reducing the air leak rate
is critical for desirable system operation. An air leak rate of 0.56 mL/min can exist in a
sNPWT pump with 300 mL of internal volume and eight hours between pump resets. The air
leak rate between components in the system must be minimized, based on design. This can
be accomplished with minimal mechanical interfaces and air-tight interfaces where needed;
however, special attention needs to be given to the dressing. Air leak rates at the dressing
can be very significant, as shown in the previous section, and are largely operator dependent
for NPWT.
Design of a functional sNPWT system is dictated by the fundamental physics
presented in this section. By varying the mass and cross-sectional area for gravitational
force, or the spring constant, displacement distance, and cross-sectional area for spring force,
a specific pressure for therapy can be obtained. Additionally, a limited-volume, collection
chamber is needed to assure that therapy will not exsanguinate the patient. This makes the
air leak rate a significant design issue. When the collection chamber and the pump are the
same component, the limiting mechanical and dimensional parameters are directly linked by
the cross-sectional area.
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4 Strategy
The strategy components that drove the project were the customer needs and the
required functional parameters for sNPWT. The customer needs were defined as the needs
of the doctors, nurses, and patients, and were identified in the doctor, nurse, and patient
interviews, discussed in the next section (4.1). With this strategy, the final product will
satisfy the target market needs, and market entry will be more pull than push.
Relating to the individual customer needs and functional parameters, possible design
parameters to satisfy them were identified by using the knowledge gained from product
design theory, market studies, current NPWT products, NPWT-related patents, wound
healing technology studies, consumer product reviews, and an analysis of the physics that
governs NPWT systems. The final design parameters that were most in-line with the project
goals and the physics of the sNPWT system were then identified.
4.1 Doctor, Nurse, and Patient Interviews
Interviews were conducted via e-mail, phone, or in-person, using Committee On the
Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES) approved surveys. The surveys varied
between U.S. domestic doctors and nurses, U.S. military doctors, third world doctors, and
U.S. domestic patients. A sample survey for U.S. domestic doctors and nurses is shown
below in Figure 4.1 (note this is a six page survey, shown on pages 68 through 73). In this
study, a small sample size of about twenty doctors, nurses, and patients provided their input
to the sNPWT system, seven of which completed the COUHES approved survey. A
summary of the results is listed in the subsections following the sample survey.
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Negative Pressure Wound Therapy (NPWT) Device and Dressing Survey
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Danielle Zurovcik, Prof. Alex Slocum, and
Dr. Robert Sheridan at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), Mechanical Engineering
Department. The purpose of the study is to identify product characteristics for the development of an improved,
simplified negative pressure wound therapy device and dressing. The results of this study will be included in
Danielle Zurovcik's Masters thesis. This interview is voluntary. You have the right not to answer any question,
and to stop the interview at any time. Unless you previously gave us permission to use your name, title, and / or
quote you in any publications that may result from this research, the information you tell us will be confidential.
Your Occupation:
1. How long have you used NPWT systems (please circle unit)? weeks / months /
years
2. How often do you work with NPWT systems (please complete at least one)?
/week
/month
/year
3. What NPWT system (pump and dressings) do you most commonly use (if unsure of
name, please describe as best as possible)?
Pump System:
Dressing System:
Description, if necessary:
4. Do you ever change the default settings on the pump? If yes, how so? Y / N / not sure
5. What types of wounds do you most commonly treat (please circle at least one)?
pressure ulcers bums puncture wounds other:
6. What size are the wounds that you most commonly treat?
Length: Units used:
Width:
Depth:
7. What current methods do you use to treat most wounds?
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8. How long is the typical healing process for these wounds WITHOUT NPWT (please
circle unit)?
_ weeks / months / years
9. How long is the typical healing process for these wounds WITH NPWT (please circle
unit)?
_ weeks / months / years
10. What are any problems that you may run into when treating these wounds WITHOUT
NPWT (i.e. infections, etc.)? How can these be avoided?
11. What are any problems that you may run into when treating these wounds WITH NPWT
(i.e. infections, etc.)? How can these be avoided?
12. How many people does it take to change a dressing?
13. How often should you change wound dressings (please circle unit)?
Every hours / days / weeks / not sure
14. Should the pump be reset every dressing change? Y / N / not sure
15. What is the most common patient complaint(s) about NPWT?
16. Does the current system limit patient mobility? How so?
17. How would you rate the ease of use of the current NPWT pump device (please circle
one)?
not easy / easy / very easy
18. How would you rate the ease of a dressing change (please circle one)?
not easy / easy / very easy
19. How would you change the current NPWT pump? Why?
20. How would you change the current dressing? Why?
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21. Please describe your ideal pump?
22. Please describe your ideal dressing?
Please rate the following features on a scale of 1 (not important) to 7 (very important), and
then rate your satisfaction with the current device on a scale of 1 (not satisfied) to 7 (very
satisfied). Scales shown below:
(not important) (very important)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
23. An inexpensive system (pump and dressings).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
24. Pump that can be stored on a shelf.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
25. Dressings that can be stored on a shelf.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
26. Disposable pump.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 donotknow
Comments:
27. Disposable dressings.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
28. A reusable pump that needs to be sterilized.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
29. Reusable dressings that to be need sterilized.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 donotknow
Comments:
30. Pump without an electrical plug.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 donotknow
Comments:
(not satisfied)
1 2
(very satisfied)
3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
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(very important) (not satisfied)
31. Pump with a rechargeable battery.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do notknow
Comments:
32. Purely mechanical pump with no electrical plug
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
33. Easily transportable pump.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
34. Easily transportable dressings.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do notknow
Comments:
35. Pump that must remain in one proper orientation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do notknow
Comments:
36. Pump for which orientation does not matter.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
or battery.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
37. A pump that lies flat.
1 2 3 4 5
Comments:
6 7 do not know 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
38. A system (pump and dressings) that allows complete mobility of patient.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
39. One-step application pump (no settings to adjust).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do notknow
Comments:
40. One-step application dressing (no layers to maintain).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 donotknow
Comments:
Additional Features:
1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
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(not important) (very satisfied)
(very important) (not satisfied)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 do not know
Comments:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Comments:
do not know
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not sure
- 5 - a - a - 0 - S u a u a 5 8 0
41. What is the most you would pay for:
An electrical device that weighed 4.5 kg. (10 lbs.) with two layered dressings:
Pump: $_ / per day - or - $_ / per unit
Dressings: $_ / per dressing
A non-electrical, portable device that weighed 1.4 kg. (3 lbs.) with one-step dressings:
Pump: $_ / per day - or - $_ / per unit
Dressings: $_ / per dressing
42. A pump should weigh less than (please include units).
43. A pump should be within the dimensions of: _ x _ x _
(length x height x width
(please include units).
44. A disposable pump that also collected fluid would be:
1. Disposed of at each dressing change.
2. Disposed of after the completion of entire patient treatment.
Other:
45. My ideal system would have the current dressing-tube-pump connection? Y / N / not sure
If No, then what would it have?
46. My ideal pump would most commonly be carried on
47. My ideal pump embodiment would look like a . (i.e. baseball, canned
food, magazine, cell phone)
Additional Comments:
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2.
3.
(very satisfied)(not important)
Thank you!
Optional: Please include your name and contact information for us to contact you with
additional questions to clarify your responses and/or for your further opinion. This
information will not be used for any other purpose or distributed for any reason. All data is
de-identified during analysis. Thank you.
Name:
Contact Information:
Figure 4.1: COUCHES approved U.S. domestic doctors and nurses interview survey.
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4.1.1 U.S. Domestic Doctors and Nurses
The doctors and nurses interviewed had extensive experience with KCI's NPWT
systems. A vacuum pressure of 125 mmHg is used for most wounds, unless complaints of
intolerable pain. In their experience, the typical healing time has improved threefold by
using NPWT over conventional wound dressings for many wound types; however, in the
case of chronic wounds, NPWT has been proven to heal wounds that otherwise would not
heal. The feedback from the interviews is listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Results of U.S. doctor and nurse interviews.
Issue Relation to sNPWT
Portability Many patients complain about carrying the system around, especially the
plug-in system.
Current systems are big and bulky.
A pump with no plug is desired.
A pump for which its orientation does not matter is most appealing.
The system should allow complete mobility of the patient-
The current NPWT tubing, which is not adjustable, was too long for mobility
of the patient with the therapy unit; often tripped over tube.
Current system is easy to hang on cart or wheelchair, but hard to carry by
hand, and impossible to walk with crutches.
Pain Many patients complain about pain when initiating therapy.
Vacuum pressure is reduced for therapy if necessary, typically for children
that complain about pain.
Easy Management Disposable pump is welcomed.
One-step application dressing is desired, with less personnel required.
Long battery life is desired.
Easy to Use Current dressings are sticky and not easy to handle multiple hands are
necessary. Fitting the wound is tedious.
One-step application dressing is desired.
Air leaks in current dressing are difficult to detect.
Less complex, simpler device would be welcomed.
Pressures other than 125 mmHg, although not common, should be easy to
"~program."
Sterilization Available and feasible for pump. Disposable pump more desirable in
some cases.
Infection Disposable dressings desired.
Reliability A new device will not be accepted unless it is reliable.
Noise A quieter pump is desired.
Expensive Current system sometimes is a problem for patients to get covered by
insurance.
Current systems are too expensive to justify the treatment of smaller
wounds.
Easy to Store Renting systems causes logistic issues.
Life of system must be reasonable for shelf storage.
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4.1.2 U.S. Military Doctors
The U.S. military doctors interviewed had extensive experience with NPWT. NPWT
is the most common treatment for large soft tissue wounds, along with many other wounds in
the military. The healing time for large soft tissue wounds has decreased from months with
conventional dressings to weeks with NPWT. Typically, 125 mmHg is used for therapy;
however, sometimes a lower, constant suction is administered for abdominal wounds. Only
KCI products were used by the doctors interviewed. The sNPWT input results are listed in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Results of U.S. military doctor interviews.
Issue Relation to sNPWT
Availability NPWT availability is often an issue. Typically a temporary, make-shift
therapy will be administered for one to two days, until a NPWT therapy unit
is available.
Number of Dressing Changes A main attractive feature of NPWT in the military is the reduction in
dressing changes. The ability of the system to remove exudate is a main
reason for decreased dressing changes.
Infection Without NPWT, or if the suction of NPWT stops, risk of infection becomes
a problem. Once therapy starts, it should not be stopped there is debate
on when enough resources are available to guarantee continuous therapy.
Disposable dressings are desired-
Wound Debridement A wound should be debrided before NPWT. Every soldier does not need
to carry a therapy unit.
Power Consumption Combat support hospitals and airplanes typically have enough power, but
power in local civilian hospitals is not guaranteed. Military is always
looking for ways to decrease power consumption. A non-electrical device
would be ideal.
Easy Management All dressing changes are difficult to seal, and often take multiple
personnel. NPWT dressings are preferred since time in between changes
(2 to 3 days) is significantly increased from conventional dressings (3
times a day).
Battery management is an issue.
Easy to Use In relation to NPWT, a simpler therapy unit is desired, and easily tailored
dressings. The current dressings are cumbersome to shape and size to fit
each, individual wound-
Portability In relation to current NPWT systems, smaller, lighter, non-electrical, more
durable, completely mobile therapy units would be more ideal- Smaller,
more durable dressings are also desired-
The system should allow the complete mobility of the patient.
A system for which orientation does not matter is most desired.
A pump that can easily "fit into places" is desired.
Easy to Store Systems need to be easy to store; the current NPWT systems available
are not satisfactory.
Temperatures in storage environments can reach up to 130 to 140
degrees F.
Sterilization Available and feasible for pump.
Noise A quieter pump is desired.
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4.1.3 Third World Doctors
The third world doctors interviewed were not familiar with NPWT. However, wound
management was considered a significant issue in their community, due to economical,
geographical, and cultural elements. Table 4.3 displays the main concerns indicated by third
world doctors.
Table 4.3: Results of third world doctor interviews.
Issue Relation to sNPWT
Infection Disposable dressings required.
Wounds Treated on All Parts of Body Dressings must be able to be applied to highly contoured surfaces.
Continuous Outpatient and Inpatient Flow Must be affordable, easy to manage, and available.
Portability Complete mobility of patient is important; transportability of the therapy
system with the patient is important (easy to carry, lightweight, small size);
tube connection system is ideal.
Cost Most people cannot afford anything; many attend free wound clinics. Must
be more cost effective than current treatment. A further cost analysis must
be performed, but $25 USD was deemed very reasonable in the free
clinics.
Easy to Use One-step pump and dressing application desired.
Easy Management One-step pump and dressing application desired; pump sterilization
poses an issue to outpatients.
Sterilization Gas and steam sterilization are available, but increase cost. A further
study needs to address this concern. General consensus was that most
pumps would be reused, even if they were meant to be disposable, and
proper sterilization in medical facilities is available. Therefore, pumps
were desired that would survive the sterilization process.
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4.1.4 U.S. Domestic Patients
The patients interviewed in this study were currently receiving or just completing
NPWT. Both the plug-in and/or battery operated KCI devices were used by the patients
interviewed. The feedback results are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Results of U.S. domestic patient interviews.
Issue Relation to sNPWT
Smell The smell of the collection chamber and dressing was claimed to have
caused headaches.
Portability The current tubing, which is not adjustable, was too long for mobility of the
patient with the therapy unit; often tripped over tube- Also, could not
maneuver tube around dressing, once applied.
Plug-in device was too big and cumbersome; battery device was more
manageable.
Non-electrical, lightweight device ideal.
Easy Management Battery management was an issue; 24 hour battery ideal.
Easy to Use Less complex device is desired.
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4.2 Functional Requirements
The functional requirements further defined the design strategy of the project and
consisted of the customer needs and the functional parameters of sNWPT. They are the
strategy components or attributions. The customer needs were initially identified by
interviewing Dr. Robert Sheridan [20] about his experiences in care facilities and with
patients in the U.S. domestic markets, U.S. military markets, and in the third world market.
An interview study (discussed in the previous section (4.2)) was also performed in which
doctors in the U.S. domestic, U.S. military, and third world markets, along with nurses and
patients from the U.S. domestic market, were surveyed for desired product specifications.
The necessary sNPWT functional parameters were identified in the doctor and nurse
interviews and in a review of the current NPWT systems. Additionally, in the product
review, current NPWT system characteristics were analyzed for qualities that supported and
prohibited a successful market expansion. The data from these studies highlighted the top
strategy components, which were used as the initial functional requirements in this study.
The functional requirements obtained in the initial studies are displayed in the
FRDPARRC charts in Table 4.5 for the therapy unit and in Table 4.6 for the dressing. The
FRDPARRC charts present possible design parameters to satisfy the functional requirements.
The underlined design parameters and countermeasures in bold red were then chosen for use
in this study based on peer review sessions that focused on satisfying the project goals,
meeting the customer needs, and maintaining a manageable project scope. Although many
functional requirements overlap between the therapy unit and dressing, they each were
reviewed separately. It was these highlighted design parameters and countermeasures that
were referenced for direction during the later design phases. If a preference existed between
highlighted options, they were ranked accordingly (see numbers in parentheses in Table 4.5
and Table 4.6).
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Table 4.5: Strategy FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
sNPWT Therapy Unk
Functional Requirements Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
(Customer Needs and
Functional Parameteral
Strategy Components)
Inexpensive Common. inexpensive raw Materials study Materials/design/ Inexpensive enough design for Two separate devices
materials; simple design, Design for manufacturing manufacturing textbooks third world, yet does not have
few parts: few Design theory Material spec sheets enough features for developed
manufacturino processes world market
Inexpensive is perceived as Price acordingly; multiple
not as good devices
Accessible Ealy to manufacture; wide Design for manufacturing Manufacturing textbook Distribution channels are Initially do the foot work
distribution, availability at Distribution of current NPWT Databases for Business and difficult to establish On-line ordering
common retail stores; easy to units Management Form partnerships
store Storing of current medical Product reviews Cannot get shelf space at On-line ordering
devices in homes, hospitals, Competitor websites retail stores
military, and disaster relief Interview study
Easy to Store High shelf life; tolerant to Storing of current medical Materials textbooks High shelf life makes too Manufacture to order
wide temperature range: devices in homes, hospitals, Material spec sheets expensive Lower shelf life and on-line
small izn; compact military, and disaster relief Product reviews ordering
packaging; resistant to Material study Interview study
impact forces
Easy to Assemble Few parts clear Design for assembly Design for assembly/ human Assembled wrong and does Only asseibles one way
instructions snap fit Current medical device factors textbooks not work properly (2
components instructions Product user manuals No assembly needed one
Product reviews piece (1)
Pre-asembled (3)
Easy to Use Few parts: clear Design for assembly Design for assembly/ Use the wrong way Only works when used the
instructions Design theory design/ergonomics textbooks correct way
Consumer product reviews Product reviews Misuse or abuse Assure that protected legally
Design for safety
Safe Few moving parts, no Design theory Product reviews Patient bleeds to death Limit thc device capacity
sharo components: Safety Current NPWT device Competitor websites Alarm fails to a safe volume of blood
Detection of Ruptured Vein analysis U.S. Consumer Product to remove from the body
or Artery that Stoos Consumer safety ratings of Safety Commission website
Therapy: similar products (cpsc gov)
Visual feedback: lovy
power sensor-, safe
maximum volume capacity
Portable Non-electrical: llhtweight Design theory Ergonomics textbook Device breaks more based on Design a separate device for
easy to cauls lies flat; sVI Consumer product reviews Product reviews unforeseen travel abuses rugged environments
$le Analysis of existing products Design a travel case
Ergonomics
Consumers do not want to be Make small enough to fit in
seen in public with sNPWT personal purse or
units. backpack.
Make small enough to fit
under clothing without
distraction
Requires No Electrical Outlet Disposable batteries; purely Battery power Mechanical design/ Battery management issues Purely mechanical
Power or Wall Suction mechanical operates off of weight/costlcapacity mechanisms textbooks arise
electronic devices, such as Current reusable consumer Product websites No battenes are available Temporary, emergency
cell phones electronics when batteries die manual charged vacuum
Mechanical components option
Apply a Constant 40 - 200 Adjustable pressure Interview study Physics textbook Device loses pressure Include a visual indicator
mmHg Vacuum settings (1): different pump Design feasibility Interview study suddenly without notice Include an alarm
for each pressure (31: Pressure maintained is not Perform clinical trials to verify
different component for constant effectiveness
different pressures that
waLOua(2)____
Collects Exudate for Easy Separate disposable or Interview study Interview study Exudate is exposed to Create a one-way, sealed
Disposal sterilizable container (2): Sterilization process review environment container
oumo and container as Analysis of current sterilized
one disosable or products
Ierjizigl idt ynk ll_
Reusable/Sterilizable (Third Component materials that Analysis of current sterilized Product websites Do not sterilize properly Make one time use
World) will survive the products Interview study spread of disease Only sell to medical clinics
sterilization process: Third world sterilization Make components directly in
component materials that process review contact with exudate,
will not degrade over time; Prototypes for sterilization disposable
functional material Use beyond the life of the Make disposable
properties that do not product Design safe device
change with sterilization Make more robust products
Disposable (Developed World) Disposable materials, Design for recycling Materials/manufacturing Cannot recycle medical Make as much as possible
environmentally friendly Materials study textbooks waste from sNPWT reusable
materials Current medical waste Govemment medical waste Use nontoxic materials for
treatment handling manuals incineration
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Table 4.6: Strategy FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT dressing.
Functional Requirements Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
(Customer Needs and
Functional Parameters/
Strategy Components)
Inexpensive Simple desgn: Materials study Materials/ Cannot make more Differentiate produc
inexpensive manufacturing Manufacturing process study manufacturing textbooks inexpensive than current Make sNPWT therapy unit
processes; inexpensive for current dressings Material spec sheets dressings avaiable compatible with any
materiala Product review of current Medical dressing websites drening
dressings Inexpensive is perceived as Price accordingly
not as good
Accessible Eas to manufacture: wide Design for manufacturing Manufacturing textbook Distribution channels are Initially do the foot work
distribution; availability at Distribution of current NPWT Databases for Business and difficult to establish On-line ordering
common retail stores eAy dressings Management Form partnerships
to store high quand Storing of current NPWT Product reviews Cannot make fast enough to Multiple manufacturing
dressings and medical Competitor websites distribute to all markets and facilities closer to point-of-
products in homes, hospitals, Interview study meet needs sale
military, and disaster relief documentation Cannot get shelf space at On-line ordering
retail stores
Easy to Store High shelf life: tolerant to Storing of current NPWT Materials textbooks Stored and transported in Warning labels
wide temperature range; dressings and medical Material spec sheets dangerous temperatures Manufacture from different
small size; stackable products in homes, hospitals, Product reviews material
packaging; resistant to military, and disaster relief Interview study
impact forces Material study documentation
Packaging review of current Medical dressing websites
medical dressings
Product review of medical
dressings
Easy to Apply Few layers: clear Current medical dressing Human factors textbooks Assembled (layered) wrong Only assembles one way
instructions multiple sizes instructions Product user manuals and does not work properly 1
(2) easy to shape and size Material study Product reviews No assembly needed - one
): one step tube insertion: Product reviews of current Material spec sheets piece (1)
no need to "pinch" tube: medical dressings Interview study Pre-assembled 121
does not stick to itself Interview study documentation Too many air leaks does not Air leak detection method.
minimal air leaks Human factors analysis Materials textbook allow system to function along with method to stop
Current product testing properly te-air leakj
Applicable to Highly Flexible: conformable: Interview study Interview study Too many air leaks does not Air leak detection ethod.
Contoured Surfaces highly adhesive Product reviews of current documentation allow system to function alono with method to stop
medical dressings Product reviews properly the air leaks
Current product testing Medical dressing websites Adhesive makes matenal Make adhesive separate
Testing conformability of Material spec sheets stick to itself as one applies from dressing: a two
possible materials Material textbook dressing. and many air leaks comoonent dressing that
Matenal study are unavoidable allows for cure time
Protects Wound from Occlusive: minimal air Material study Material spec sheets Too many air leaks does not Air leak detecion method.
Environment leaks: structurally stable Benchmark current products Product reviews alow system to be protected along with method to stop
Air leak and structural Materials textbook from extemal bacteria heAir aks
analysis through experiments Wound needs sufficient air Determine what amount of air
Literature search leaks to heat properly that is and design system
that accounts for controlled
air leaks
Easy to Connect to Therapy Quick connectors: clear Consumer product reviews Product reviews Connect the wrong way Only connects one way (2)
Unit instructions: common Current NPWT instructions Product instruction manuals Allow to work in any
connectors; minimal Human factors Human factors/ Mechanism connection orientation (Il
connectors: one step tube Connector product and textbook
to dressing connection availability study Connector supplier websites
Safe Biocomoatible materials: Material study Product reviews Material causes a harmful Use different material
structurally sound twill not Competitor websites reaction Only use material that is FDA
flake apart): non-allergenic Matenals textbook approved and clinically proven
maWerlahs Material spec sheets for intemal dressings
Portable Lightweight lies flat: Interview study Interview study Dressing is at higher nsk for Design hard protection cover
adjustable connector tube Experimental prototypes documentation punctures for top dressing layer
lenoth and direction Medical dressing websites Consumers do not want to be Make tube holders for limbs
seen in public with dressing under clothing
and tubes. Make fashionable dressing
covers
Evenly Distributes Vacuum Non-obstructed paths. Experimental study with Medical dressing websites Pressure is not evenly Perform clinical trials to venfy
Pressure evenly distributed paths materials Materials textbook distributed effectiveness
Matenal study Materials spec sheets
Current NPWT dressing
review
Product modeling
Provides method for exudate Non-obstructed paths: Material study Medical dressing websites Device loses pressure Include a visual indicator
removal multiple Paths if possible Current NPWT dressing Materials textbook suddenly without notice due Wii
obstruction f2); wide review Matenals spec sheets to obstructions Include an alarm
enough paths for minimal Experimental study with Do not have any paths to
___ lego1AII materials acti2L)
Disposable Disposable materials: Design for recycling Materials/manufacturing Cannot recycle medical Use nontoxic materials for
environmentally friendly Matenals study textbooks waste from sNPWT incineration
materials Current medical waste Government medical waste
treatment handling manuals I
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4.3 Weighted Attribution Charts
After the FRDPARRC charts were analyzed, the strategy components (attributions)
were ranked in a weighted attribution chart for reference in later design phases. These
attribution charts, as shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8, provide the underlying guidelines for
weighing and selecting future designs. In these charts, the selection criteria was based on the
importance to the patient, the importance to the doctor (or other sNPWT administer), and the
function of sNPWT. The function of sNPWT was weighted the highest since it is the basis of
the device and its success. Importance to the doctor was weighted second highest since the
doctor ultimately will decide whether or not to use sNPWT, and then importance to the
patient was regarded.
Table 4.7: Weighted attribution chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
sNPWT Therapy Unit
Selection Criteria
Importance to Patient Importance to Doctor Function of sNPWT Total Score
Weighting 1 2 3
Strategy Components (Attributions)
Inexpensive 1 0 0 1
Accessible 1 1 0 3
Easy to Store 0 1 0 2
Easy to Assemble 0 1 0 2
Easy to Use 1 1 0 3
Safe 1 1 1 0/1 3/6
Portable 1 1 1 0 3
Requires No Electrical Outlet Power or Wall Suction 1 1 1 6
Apply a Constant 40 - 200 mmHg Vacuum 0/1 1 1 516
Collects Exudate for Easy Disposal 1 1 1 6
Reusable/Sterilizable (Third World) 1 1 1 6
Disposable (Developed World) 1 0/1 1 4/6
Table 4.8: Weighted attribution chart for sNPWT dressing.
.sNPWT Dresing
Selection Criteria
Importance to Patient Importance to Doctor Function of sNPWT Total Score
Weighting 1 2 3
Strategy Components (Attributions)
Inexpensive 1 0 0 1
Accessible 1 1 0 3
Easy to Store 0/1 1 0 213
Easy to Apply 1 1 0 3
Applicable to Highly Contoured Surfaces 1 1 1 6
Protects Wound from Environment 1 1 0/1 3/6
Easy to Connect to Therapy Unit 1 1 0 3
Safe 1 1 0/1 316
Portable 1 0/1 0 1/3
Evenly Distributes Vacuum Pressure 0 1 1 5
Provides method for exudate removal 1 1 1 6
Disposable 1 0/1 1 4/6
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The highest ranked attributions, for both the therapy unit and the dressing, reflect that
the highest weight was assigned to the function of sNPWT. These include all attributions
that received a total score of five or six in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Therefore, the future design
process will place the proper device and dressing functionality over all other characteristics.
Then, the consumer preference attributions will drive the design. These attributions received
a two or three in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Most of them relate to the ease of use and convenience
for both the caregiver and the patient. Cost was ranked the lowest for both the therapy unit
and the dressing, as the proper functionality and consumer preference characteristics proved
most important when relating to one's health.
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5 Concept
Concepts were developed that best fulfilled the customer needs and the functional
parameters of sNPWT. These concepts initiated product structure, and presented a design
foundation for future product embodiments and their underlying physics. Preliminary
analysis was performed and feasibility determined. FRDPARRC charts were used to guide
concept selection for both the therapy unit and the dressing. Then, weighted concept
selection charts were used to weight the concepts for use in future design phases.
5.1 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements were defined to guide the derivation of product concepts.
The strategy FRDPARRC charts and weighted attribution charts were used to identify
functional requirements that would best represent the desired sNPWT system. Since the
project was in the product concept phase, details that addressed the product functionality
were examined, as details that addressed the product physical embodiment were put aside.
In order to function as a sNPWT system, the therapy unit must require no electrical
outlet power or wall suction. Therefore, as discussed in the Air Leak Elimination section
(3.1.1), air leaks into the system must be minimized below a design dependent threshold
value, especially at the dressing interface. It must apply a constant 40 to 200 mmHg vacuum
pressure, as it collects exudate from the wound site. With these characteristics, the therapy
unit is able to be applied for wound therapy.
Additional functional requirements are driven by the market and customer needs. For
the third world environment, the product would be most beneficial if it were reusable.
Therefore, the therapy unit must function properly after enduring multiple sterilization
cycles. Although this is mainly a material selection issue, it must be considered during the
initial concept selection phase. For the developed world environment, a disposable unit
would be beneficial, and in many cases preferred, to minimize clean-up. Again, although this
is mainly a material selection issue, it must be considered during concept selection. As
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resource use becomes a greater concern in product development, design for recyclability is
the responsibility of every product engineer, especially when designing a disposable product.
The dressings have a separate set of functional requirements to guide the product
concept selection, in addition to the most important requirement: to minimize air leaks.
sNPWT is not even possible if the dressing does not minimize air leaks below the threshold
value. Furthermore, in order to perform properly for sNPWT, the dressing must evenly
distribute the applied vacuum pressure, and must provide a method for removing wound
exudate. Due to the nature of the therapy, the dressing must be applicable to highly
contoured surfaces of the body, and must protect the wound from its environment. For both
the third world and developed world, dressings preferably are disposable, as they are at high
risk for contamination and are used in direct contact with deep, open wounds.
Since the sNPWT system will be a commercially available medical device, safety is
an important feature for both the therapy unit and the dressing. The system must not contain
components that can accidentally injure a person if broken or misused. Therefore, product
concepts that require sharp objects or unconstrained sources of stored energy are not
desirable. The therapy unit must stop therapy if a vein or artery is ruptured to avoid
exsanguination, and the dressing must be compatible with the wound site. Safety must be
incorporated into all feasible product concepts. When dealing with a medical product, the
FDA provides a system of checks and balances for safety of the consumers in the United
States. Therefore, no safety issue can go overlooked in the design of medical products.
The concept FRDPARRC charts are shown in Table 5.1 for the therapy unit and
Table 5.2 for the dressing. In the tables, the details used to create final prototypes are
highlighted in bold red, as the path chosen for final manufacturing is underlined. Design
parameters (product concepts) were derived by studying the physics that were feasible in
satisfying the functional requirements. Details of each product concept are listed in the
subsections that follow.
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Table 5.1: Concept FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
sNPWT Therpy UnI
Functional Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
Requirements (Product Concepts)
A therapy unit that Pumo Governed by Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Stiff enough metal spring Use plasticloplymer
- requires no electrical Mechanical Soring search (uspto.gov) is hazardous in product wjnrigg
outlet power or wall fincludes bellows) Product websites Use fully constrained
suction. Product catalogues springs
- minimizes air leaks into Spring and Spring Force Product catalogues Use weights in series
the system below the study Machine elements/ with less hazardous,
threshold value. Spring Force vs. Physics textbooks less stiff springs
- applies a constant 40- Pressure study Use multiple, less stiff
200 mmHg vacuum Friction study springs in parallel with
pressure. Safety study each other
- collects exudate for Pump Governed by Patent and Literature U S. Patent website Not portable because Make as stationary
disposal Gravity search (uspto.gov) need to maintain device
- is reusable/ sterilizable proper orientation Design proper,
(third world), ergonomic carrying
- is disposable device
(developed world). Weight vs. Pressure Physics textbook Weight is too heavy to Make as stationary
-is safe study carry device
Friction study Make cross-section
smaller
Siphon Pump Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Too complex of concept Detailed instructions
search (uspto.gov) for common third world Device only works when
education used correctly
Only distribute to trained
individuals
Siphon Concept study Fluid mechanics/ Not portable because Make as stationary
Physics textbooks need to maintain proper device
height Design proper,
Siphon Parameters vs. ergonomic carrying
Pressure study device
Pump Govemed by Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Easily loose vacuum Continuously monitor
Evacuated Container search (uspto.gov) pressure due to poor and charge
seals Minimize seals
Pressure Vessel study Mechanics of materials Difficult to visually Design pressure gauge
textbook monitor if vacuum
Force Input vs. Pressure Fluid mechanics/ pressure is lost
Output study Physics textbooks
Pressure Gradient vs.
Collected Fluid study
Battery operated pump Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Battery management is Use common,
(low power) search (uspto.gov) an issue disposable batteries
Product websites Use power from other
Battery /Power Supply Product websites electronic devices such
study Product catalogues as cell phones
Electronics textbook
Table 5.2: Concept FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT dressing.
_NPWT Dressing
Functional Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
Requirements (Product Concepts) I
A dressing that: Solid, Structural Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Materials are not Use proven, FDA
- minimizes air leaks into Covering with search (uspto.gov) compatible with wound approved materials
the system below the Contourable Seal Product websites
threshold value. (with or without Product catalogues
- evenly distributes wound cavity fill
vacuum pressure. material) Materials study Materials textbooks Not accepted as best Clinical proof through
- provides a method for Material spec sheets practice for wound proper clinical trials
exudate removal. Product catalogues therapy Use traditional dressing
- is applicable to highly type
contoured surfaces. Wound Cavity Fill Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website Materials are not Use proven FDA
- protects the wound Material with Flexible, search (uspto.gov) compatible with wound approved materials
from its environment- Occlusive Cover Product websites
- is disposable (possibly soray-on) Product catalogues
- is safe. Materials study Materials textbooks
Material spec sheets
Product catalogues
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5.1.1 Pump Powered by Mechanical Spring (Therapy Unit Concept 1)
As discussed in the Physics of sNPWT section (3.2), Equation (3.6), Equation (3.7),
Equation (3.8), or Equation (3.9), along with Equation (3.10), govern the mechanical spring
concept, when a non-constant force spring is used. Therefore, significant design issues arise
when using non-constant force springs. In the simplest designs, a constant cross-sectional
area exists, and the operation pressure range versus volume of exudate collected can be
adjusted with spring stiffness and physical size parameters. Based on an extensive literature
review, it is assumed that a reasonable, operation pressure range can be obtained with this
method; clinical successes have been reported for pressures as low as 40 mmHg and as high
as 200 mmHg for the same wound type. However, proof of success with slowly decreasing
vacuum pressure needs to be validated through clinical trials. A constant vacuum pressure
can also be mechanically obtained by using constant force springs with a constant cross-
sectional area, or non-constant force springs with a non-constant cross-sectional area.
Design flexibility is important when choosing a successful design concept. Springs
of different stiffness can be provided as an interchangeable component feature, in order for
one therapy unit to achieve multiple vacuum pressure magnitudes. Additionally, multiple
springs can be placed in parallel or in series to change the pressure magnitudes. Initial
concept schematics of a linear spring and a constant force spring governing a syringe is
shown below in Figure 5.1.
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Schematic of syringes governed by mechanical springs: linear
spring (left) and constant force spring (right). Component 1 - wound
drainage tube; component 2 - syringe; component 3 - spring.
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Figure 5.1:
5.1.2 Pump Powered by Gravity (Therapy Unit Concept 2)
A pump powered by gravity is operated by displacing a known mass. As discussed in
the Physics of sNPWT section (3.2), this is governed by Equation (3.5) and Equation (3.10).
Flexibility is very apparent in the functionality of this design, as the mass can be changed to
easily adjust the magnitude of vacuum pressure. However, for higher pressures, this design
can become cumbersome, as very small cross-sections are needed to maintain a portable
mass. Therefore, ergonomic and portability studies will be necessary in future design
embodiment considerations. A schematic of this concept is presented in Figure 5.2.
4
5
Figure 5.2: Schematic of a pump governed by gravity. Component 1 - wound
drainage tube; component 2 - rigid, cup-shaped external container;
component 3 - rigid, cup-shaped internal container; component 4 -sealed,
vacuum exudate collection chamber; component 5 - hook for weight
attachment.
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5.1.3 Siphon Pump (Therapy Unit Concept 3)
The siphon pump is a new concept that was not fully discussed in the Physics of
sNPWT section (3.2). It is governed by the same physical phenomenon as the gravity
powered concept; however, in this case, the displaced mass is a column of fluid of height, h.
The column of fluid exists between two sealed containers, and the vacuum pressure pulled in
the higher container is governed by Equation (5.1), where P represents the vacuum pressure,
p represents the density of the fluid, g represents the gravitational constant, and h represents
the height of the column of fluid.
P=p*g*h (5.1)
Although this design offers a lot of flexibility, it is also very limited. Since the
therapy unit is in contact with open wounds, a compatible fluid must be used in the system.
The density of compatible fluids, such as saline, remains very close to the low density of
water: 1000 kg/m3 . The main feature that offers flexibility is the fact that the width and the
path of the column of fluid does not matter. A schematic of the siphon concept is shown in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of siphon concept, with component 1 - wound drainage tube.
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5.1.4 Pump Governed by Evacuated Container (Therapy Unit Concept 4)
The evacuated container concept is simple in design, yet complex in functionality.
All that is needed is a rigid container that can be charged with the desired vacuum pressure.
Many pump designs are possible to incorporate the charging; however, monitoring and
maintaining the desired vacuum pressure are design issues that will arise in determining the
final pump embodiment. A schematic of the evacuated container concept is shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of evacuated container charged with an attached hand pump.
Component 1 - wound drainage tube; component 2 - rigid evacuated
container; component 3 - flexible internal container for exudate
collection; component 4 - ball pump for evacuation; component 5 - check
valve between rigid container and ball pump; component 6 - check valve
to atmosphere; component 7 - alarm to signal necessary recharge.
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5.1.5 Low Power, Battery Operated Pump (Therapy Unit Concept 5)
Low power electronic devices are used everyday in both the third world and the
developed world, such as music players and cell phones. This option is to provide a low
powered therapy unit with minimal electronic features. Therefore, battery management for
recharging can be eliminated with standard, disposable batteries, or the option to plug into
common devices for power.
Lowering the electrical power requirement of wound therapy devices is an achievable
goal; however, based on the other concepts derived in this study and the weighted concept
selection charts in the next section, it was decided to define sNPWT as purely mechanical.
Therefore, this concept was no longer considered, as it offered improvement to NPWT
products that already existed, and was not a revolutionary contribution to wound therapy.
5.1.6 Conformable Solid Dressing (Dressing Concept 1)
The conformable solid dressing offers a more manageable dressing. It has potential
for a one-step application. For this concept, a solid, with a suction tube through its wall, is
placed over the wound cavity and sealed with an adhesive. The wound cavity can be filled
with a dressing material or left empty, as with the Miller DermiVexTM Drain. If it is filled
with a dressing material, this material can be pre-attached to the conformable solid, in order
to maintain a one-step application dressing.
5.1.7 Flexible Occlusive Dressing (Dressing Concept 2)
The flexible occlusive dressing is similar in concept to the dressings most commonly
used in NPWT. However, this concept does not limit itself to the current embodiment
offered. Many different dressing materials to fill the wound cavity are available, along with
a very flexible occlusive dressing design. These materials may take the form of a solid or
curable liquid. The most binding issue in the material selection will be its compatibility with
open wounds.
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5.2 Weighted Concept Selection Charts
Weighted concept selection charts were used to rank the therapy unit and dressing
concepts analyzed in the FRDPARRC charts. The weighted charts are shown in Table 5.3
for the therapy unit and Table 5.4 for the dressing. They provide the foundation for weighing
and selecting future product embodiments. As seen in the Tables, the selection criteria was
based again on the importance to the patient, the importance to the doctor (or other sNPWT
administer), and the function of sNPWT. The same weights were used for these three criteria
as in the Weighted Attribution Charts section (4.2) for the same reasons.
All of the concepts were deemed feasible based on the initial analysis from the
Precision Machine Design course (discussed in section 1.1), and from a thorough background
study of existing medical and non-medical pumps for various applications. Notice that the
pump governed by a mechanical spring is rated a -1/1 for the function of sNPWT. This is
because it depends on the design of the embodiment, where a steel spring could potentially
pose a danger. Also, the pump governed by an evacuated container is rated a -1/0. This is
because the pump must be continuously monitored since it does not store potential energy. It
is difficult to visually monitor its vacuum pressure, and therefore, its performance relies
significantly on its design. As previously discussed, the low power, battery operated pump
was eliminated from the possible concepts for product development. This was based on its
low total score and the purely mechanical definition of sNPWT.
Table 5.3: Weighted concept selection chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
SNPWT Therapy Unit
Selection Criteria
Importance to Patient Importance to Doctor Function of sNPWT Total Score
Weighting 1 2 3
Concept
Pump Powered by Mechanical Spring 0/1 0 -1/1 -3/4
Pump Powered by Gravity -1/0 0 0 -1/0
Siphon Pump -1/0 0 0 -1/0
Pump Govemed by Evacuated Container 0/1 0 -i/O -1/1
Battery Operated Pump (Low Power) -1/o -11O -1 -6/0
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Table 5.4: Weighted concept selection chart for sNPWT dressing.
sNPWT Dressing_____
Selection Criteria
Importance to Patient Importance to Doctor Function of SNPWT Total Score
Weighting 1 2 3
Concept
Solid Structural Covering with Contourable Seal (with
or without wound cavity fill material) 0 1 0/1 215
Wound Cavity Fill Material with Flexible. Occlusive
Cover 0/1 0/1 0 0/3
All of the therapy unit and dressing concepts were pursued using the deterministic
design process, except for the low powered, battery operated pump. In the next section,
embodiments that relate directly to these concepts are explored and weighted appropriately,
based on the similar selection criteria. The final sNPWT device performance will rely
heavily on its embodiment.
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6 Embodiments
After the concepts for the therapy unit and dressing were analyzed, potential detailed
embodiments were developed based on the strategy and concept FRDPARRC charts,
weighted attribution charts, and concept selection charts. FRDPARRC charts guided the
development of the potential embodiments, and after analysis, they were evaluated using
weighted selection charts. The outcome of this design phase dictated which embodiments
were developed into final prototypes for testing.
6.1 Functional Requirements
The functional requirements used in the embodiment FRDPARRC charts were the
previous strategy components and their corresponding concepts. Therefore, product
embodiments (design parameters) were derived directly from product concepts, while
realizing all of the customer needs and functional parameters (strategy components)
necessary to make the sNPWT successful in the marketplace. Although the product,
functionality-related, strategy components are entailed in the concepts, their boundaries and
exact details are important when designing the embodiments that incorporate these concepts.
The embodiment FRDPARRC charts are shown in Table 6.1 for the therapy unit and Table
6.2 for the dressing. All embodiments listed in the FRDPARRC charts are patent pending.
After the product embodiments for the therapy unit and dressing were originated, they
were each analyzed and explored. Calculations and mock-up prototypes were the basis for
this exploration. All original embodiments contained the pump and the exudate collection
chamber as the same component. It was realized that making them separate would limit the
transportability of the sNPWT system, and therefore, was only considered as a potential
countermeasure. In Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the final product paths used in creating final
prototypes are highlighted in bold red, as the path chosen for final manufacturing is
underlined.
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Table 6.1: Embodiment FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
sNPWT ehrapv Unit
Functional Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
Requirements (Product (All risks apply to all
Embodiments) embodiments.)
A therapy unit that is
powered by:
- a mechanical spring.
- gravity.
- a siphon.
- an evacuated container
And meets the following
customer needs:
- Inexpensive
- Accessible
- Easy to store
- Easy to assemble
- Easy to use
- Safe
- Portable
- Purely mechanical
- Applies a constant 40 -
200 mmHg vacuum
- Collects exudate for
easy disposal
- Reusable/sterilizable
(third world)
- Disposable (developed
world)
Spring loaded syringe
(constant force spring
used for constant
pressure)
Plastic bellows
(for increased vacuum
pressure, can place in
parallel with additional
spring, or can add
weights in series)
Bladder pump
Inflating a balloon into a
chamber, and opening
the balloon to
atmosphere
Spring Force vs.
Pressure study
Friction study
Syringe Availability study
Patent and Literature
search
Mechanical Mechanisms
study
Materials study
Materials study
Manufacturing study
Spring Force vs.
Pressure study
Bellows Availability
study
Patent and Literature
search
Materials study
Spring force vs. Pressure
study
Commercial availability
study
Patent and Literature
search
Valve availability study
Bladder Shape vs.
Pressure studv
Force vs. Pressure study
with Multiple Balloon
Types
Materials study
Patent and Literature
search
Mechanical Mechanisms
study
Physics/ Mechanical
Design/ Matierals/
Design of Machinery
textbooks
Product catalogues
Product websites
U.S- Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Prototypes
Physics/ Matierals/
Manufacturing textbooks
Product catalogues
Product websites
U.S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Prototypes
Physics/ Matierals
textbooks
Product catalogues
Product websites
U.S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Prototypes
Physics/ Matierals
textbooks
Product catalogues
Product websites
U.S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Prototypes
Gravity governed, Materials study Physics/ Mechanical
rolling diaphragm Patent and Literature Design/ Matierals
search textbooks
Force vs. Pressure study Product catalogues
Device Behavior study Product websites
Mechanical Mechanisms Material Spec. sheets
study U.S. Patent website
Adhesive study (uspto.gov)
Prototypes
Siphon pump using two Patent and Literature Physics! Mechanical
plastic containers and search Design textbooks
connection tube Mechanical Mechanisms Product catalogues
study Product websites
Adhesive study Material Spec. sheets
U.S. Patent website
(uspto-gov)
Prototypes
Evacuated, rigid
chamber with small hand
pump attached for
charging
Pressure Gradient study
Pump Availability study
Patent and Literature
search
Valve Availability study
Pressure Monitoring
study
Physics textbooks
Product catalogues
Product websites
U.S. Patent website
(uspto-gov)
Prototypes
A patient can bleed to
death if a vein or
artery is ruptured.
Air leak rate into the
system is too high or
too hard to control, so
the 300 mL (see above
risk and
countermeasure)
therapy unit quickly
fills-up with air, and
loses vacuum
pressure. This makes
an all-in-one pump
and exudate
collection chamber a
cumbersome feature
for convenience in
sNPWT.
Components are hard to
reuse, sterilize, or
dispose of.
- h i
As discussed in the
Physics of sNPWT
section. the therapy
unit can be limited to
a safe volume of
300 mL.
The pump and
exudate collection
chamber can be two
separate components.
The pump can be
larger than 300 mL to
account for a high air
leak rate, and the
exudate collection
chamber can be
limited to 300 mL of
liquid for safety. The
exudate collection
chamber will exist
between the wound
and the pump in the
system, and will allow
air to bypass it and
pass to the pump.
Make separate devices
to meet the different
market needs.
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Table 6.2: Embodiment FRDPARRC chart for sNPWT dressing.
sNPWT Dressing
Functional Design Parameters Analysis References Risks Countermeasures
Requirements (Product (All risks apply to all
I Embodiments) embodiments.)
A dressing that is a:
- solid, structural
covering with a
contourable seal (with or
without wound cavity fill
material).
- wound cavity fill
material with a flexible,
occlusive cover.
And meets the following
customer needs:
- Inexpensive
- Accessible
- Easy to store
- Easy to apply
- Applicable to highly
contoured surfaces
- Protects wound from
environment
- Easy to connect to
therapy unit
- Safe
- Portable
- Evenly distributes
vacuum pressure
- Provides method for
exudate removal
- Disposable
CPR facemask with
paint-on, spray-on, or
manufacturer applied
adhesive
Air leak test through seal
Adhesive study
Manufacturing study
Patent and Literature
review
Allergy study
Prototype study
Product websites
Product catalogues
Product spec. sheets
U S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Manufacturing/ Materials
textbooks
FDA approval takes
significantly longer
than the therapy unit
approval, and slows
market entry
Make initial herapy
unit compatible with
current NPWT
dressings.
Use a currently
marketed medical
dressing that works for
LNPWT
Round conformable Air leak test through seal Prototype study FDA does not approve Make therapy unit
rubber jar opener with Adhesive study Product websites new dressing compatible with
paint-on, spray-on, or Manufacturing study Product catalogues current NPWT
manufacturer applied Patent and Literature Product spec. sheets dressings.
adhesive review U S. Patent website Use a manufactured,
Allergy study (uspto.gov) approved medical
Manufacturing/ Materials dressing that works for
textbooks sNPWT
Round conformable Air leak test through seal Prototype study Market does not accept Design therapy unit to
rubber jar opener with no Study of ability to Product websites new dressing for wound work with user's dressing
pump. Suction around remove exudate and rate Product catalogues treatment of choice
wound cavity by jar of removal Product spec. sheets
opener suction seal Product performance U.S. Patent website
alone. Adsorbent filler study (uspto gov)
dressing placed in Applicability for sNPWT Materials textbooks
wound cavity study
Material study
Patent and Literature
review
_Allergy study
Sterilized plastic bag
with paint-on or spray-
on adhesive to provide
an occlusive dressing
to cover the wound
cavity filler dressing
Air leak test through seal
Material study
Patent and Literature
search
Allergy study
Prototype study
Product websites
Product catalogues
Product spec. sheets
U.S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Materials textbooks
Spray foam filler Study of ability to Prototype study
dressing with occlusive distribute vacuum Product websites
covering pressure and allow Product catalogues
exudate to pass Product spec- sheets
Material study U.S. Patent website
Patent and Literature (uspto'gov)
search Materials textbooks
Allergy study
Sterilized "kitchen" Study of ability to Prototype study
sponge with occlusive distribute vacuum Product websites
covering pressure and allow Product catalogues
exudate to pass Product spec. sheets
Material study U.S. Patent website
Patent and Literature (uspto-gov)
search Materials textbooks
Allergy study
Liquid Latex (or Liquid Air leak test through seal Prototype study
Latex-like) sealant to Product performance Product websites
seal occlusive study Product catalogues
dressing or Material study Product spec. sheets
conformable solid, or Patent and Literature U.S. Patent website
to act as occlusive review (uspto.gov)
dressing itself Allergy study Materials textbooks
Use a currently
marketed medical
dressing that works for
sNPWT (such as
current NPWT
dressings) and add
additional sealing
agents to decrease the
air leak rate
Air leak test through seal
Product performance
study
Patent and Literature
review
Allergy study
Material compatibility
study
I I
Prototype study
Product websites
Product catalogues
Product spec. sheets
U S. Patent website
(uspto.gov)
Materials textbooks
Chemistry textbooks
Air leak rate through
dressing is too high for
sNPWT device
Use current NPW
systems
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6.2 Weighted Selection Charts
After each embodiment was analyzed for the therapy unit, a weighted selection chart
was used to identify the embodiments that best satisfy the customer needs and functional
parameters, listed in the Functional Requirements section (6.1) in Table 6.1.
Table 4.7 and Table 5.3 were also referenced during the weighting process. The chart is
shown below in Table 6.3. An additional selection criterion was used: robust design. This
allowed each embodiment to be directly rated on its robustness to withstand harsh
environments. The three embodiments with the highest weight were selected for further
development, and final prototypes were created for analysis. The spring loaded syringe was
not developed further for a potential final design, because of the safety hazard involved in
designs with stored energy in metal components. Details of their designs are discussed in the
next chapter.
A different design path was taken for the sNPWT dressings. After careful review, it
was decided that most dressing embodiments and their detailed analysis and testing were
outside of the scope of this mechanical engineering thesis project. Additionally, it was
discovered in the patent and literature search that most of the current focus for NPWT is in
designing new dressings, for which there are dozens of patents; however, nothing was found
for a sNPWT type device. The sNPWT therapy unit is a 510(k) application process with the
FDA. This application is significantly shorter than the design, development, and approval
process for a new wound compatible dressing. Therefore, it would be most beneficial to
immediately concentrate on designing a sNPWT therapy unit that will function with any
occlusive dressing. Although a final dressing product was not actively pursued, initial
dressing results for use in additional research projects are also reported in the next chapter.
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Table 6.3: Embodiment weighted attribution chart for sNPWT therapy unit.
sNPWT Therapy Unit
Selection Criteria
Importance to Patient Importance to Doctor Robust Design Function of sNPWT Total Score
Weighting 1 2 3 3
Concept
Spring loaded syringe (constant force spring used for 0/1 01 -1 1 013
constant pressure)
Plastic bellows 1 16
Bladder pump 1 1 1 6
Inflating a balloon into a chamber. and opening the 0 0 -1/ Oil -3/3balloon to atmosphere
Gravity governed, rolling diaphragm -1/0 -1/0 _ 1 0/3
Siphon pump using two plastic containers and -1 -1 -1 1 -3
connection tube
Evacuated rigid chamber with small hand pump -1/0 -1/0 00 -6/3
attached for charginq
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7 Prototypes and Testing Results
7.1 Therapy Unit
The three embodiments with the highest weight in Table 6.3 were further developed
into functional prototypes for this study. These embodiments included the plastic bellows,
the bladder pump, and the rolling diaphragm pump. Each prototype was tested for its ability
to maintain a vacuum between 40 mmHg and 200 mmHg for sNPWT, during the intake of
300 mL of air.
7.1.1 Plastic Bellows (Therapy Unit Embodiment 1)
Plastic bellows are typically blow molded, which is an expensive process for
prototyping. Therefore, plastic bellows currently manufactured and on the market were
explored in a product search. Inexpensive toilet plungers were found that had a plastic
bellows component, which was capable of pulling a vacuum pressure in the sNPWT range.
These bellows were used for prototypes and testing of the embodiment. In order to seal the
bellows, a size 13 rubber plug was inserted into its mouth. The center of the plug contained a
13
manufactured 1 diameter hole, which provided the connection for the 0.25" medical
64
tubing. The end of the tubing was inserted directly into the hole; due to the rubber material
of the plug, it proved to be an effective air-tight seal. An image of the basic components
used in the bellows embodiment is shown as an exploded view in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Exploded view of the bellows, rubber plug, and medical tubing used in this study.
Important characteristics of the bellows embodiment were identified. As shown in
Figure 7.2, the bellows concept is governed by one of the spring equations: Equation (3.6) or
Equation (3.7). Therefore, the vacuum pressure, P, that the bellows pulls is dependent on
stiffness, k, cross-sectional area, A, and the distance from equilibrium position, x. Relating to
these equations, the stiffness may not be constant as the distance from equilibrium varies.
Additionally, the effective cross-sectional area, A, may not be constant when varying the
distance from equilibrium; this is because the bellows has a slight taper of two to three
degrees and because of their accordion-like design. Therefore, the governing equation, as
shown in Figure 7.2, is initially represented by Equation (7.1). In sections 7.1.1.1 and 7.1.1.3
respectively, experiments were performed to analyze the bellows' performance and the
functions of the stiffness and cross-sectional area. Initially, the stiffness and cross-sectional
area are assumed to be functions of the distance from equilibrium.
P k(x)*x (7.1)
A(x)
100
xP = k(x) * x
A(x)
Figure 7.2: Diagram of the function of the bellows embodiment, and the governing
equation derived by combining Equation (3.7) and Equation (3.10), with
A = A(x).
The distance from equilibrium, x, must vary during therapy. This variation is the
stroke length, Ax, which is a function of A(x), Ax =f(A(x)), since a volume of 300 mL must
be maintained. Therefore, with the bellows embodiment, sNPWT applies a pressure range,
AP, as shown in Equation (7.2).
AP = k(x)* Ax (7.2)
A(x)
The stiffness, cross-sectional area, overall length, and stroke length of the bellows
must be optimized for device performance. As the cross-sectional area decreases, the stroke
length must increase, such that the internal volume capacity of the stroke remains at 300 mL.
An increase in stroke length causes a wider range of pressures pulled during therapy, but a
decrease in cross-sectional area causes a higher vacuum to be pulled at a constant distance
from equilibrium. The magnitude of this pressure range is also determined by overall length
of the bellows and the stiffness. As the overall length increases, the stroke length can be
offset further from equilibrium, increasing the magnitude of the vacuum pressure range. The
stiffness of the bellows is dependent on the material used and its wall thickness: the higher
the stiffness, the higher the vacuum pressure range, holding all other variables constant.
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Although current practice generally suggests that a constant pressure must be
maintained in NPWT, there is no clinical evidence to support this assumption. Additionally,
doctor interviews and clinical trials support that a range of pressures within the therapy limits
is expected to produce similar results. Therefore, based on low cost and great simplicity, the
bellows embodiment was pursued in this study, and a prototype was developed for clinical
trials. The clinical trials will provide evidence of non-constant pressure performance, which
has not been tested to date in the clinical setting.
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7.1.1.1 Performance
The performance of the bellows was tested by measuring the pressure over all
compression lengths. Initially, with a new bellows, the maximum vacuum pressure at
maximum compression was recorded over 77 mmHg, as shown in Appendix B, Figure B.3.
However, after repeated use, the plastic of the bellows relaxed, and lower vacuum pressures
were experienced (all data is labeled with "new" or "relaxed" bellows). A typical vacuum
pressure versus compression curve, after the plastic relaxed, is shown in Figure 7.3. All
experimental testing for this analysis was performed after the bellows relaxed. The pressure
experiments were performed by orienting the bellows horizontally to eliminate the influence
of gravity; the test set-up is shown in Figure B.2.
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Figure 7.3: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve with a linear
trendline; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
The data in Figure 7.3 was compared to a linear trendline, but as shown in Figure 7.4,
a third-order polynomial better represents the trend. Reasoning for this variation can be the
result of irregularities in the bellows' plastic; however, it is believed to instead be the result
of A = f(x) and/or k = f(x) because the trend is similar in all experiments, using multiple
bellows. Despite this variation, the bellows prove to be applicable for sNPWT. A volume of
300 mL expands the compression stroke between 91% (50.9 mmHg) and 100%
(63.1 mmHg).
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Vacuum Pressure vs. Compression
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Figure 7.4: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve with a third-order
polynomial trendline; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
In the embodiment for this study, most parameters were predetermined by the bellows
manufacturer; however, the placement of the stroke length needed to be determined. Based
on Figure 7.3, the maximum pressure pulled with the relaxed bellows embodiment was
63.1 mmHg at full compression. Since this pressure falls at the low end of the sNPWT
pressure range, the stroke length was placed at full compression.
In order to limit the stroke length, external limiters were designed. These limiters
stop the bellows from expanding when an internal volume capacity of 300 mL is reached. As
shown in Figure 7.5, the external limiters were made from zip ties, nylon straps, and snaps.
This design was chosen because the bellows need to be sterilized before every clinical trial,
for which an equilibrium position is desired. Due to the snaps, the limiters can be
disconnected for sterilization, allowing the bellows to fully expand, as shown on the right in
Figure 7.5.
The gas sterilization process reacts with the plastic, for which the reaction depends on
the bellows' expansion position. If the equilibrium position is not maintained during
sterilization, the maximum vacuum pressure significantly decreases, and the maximum
expansion length of the bellows decreases to a length slightly larger than the limiting length.
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Even at the equilibrium position, there is no way to avoid an initial pressure decrease after
the first sterilization process. The initial gas sterilization process reacts with the plastic, and
the maximum vacuum pressure decreases by 5 to 10 mmHg. This decrease is presented in
Figures B.3 and B.4. The vacuum pressure was not found to significantly change with
additional sterilization cycles, unless the expansion length for sterilization was varied. Gas
sterilization is the sterilization method used at Shriners Bum Hospital, Boston,
Massachusetts, where the device was submitted for clinical trials. Since there was a limited
amount of prototypes for clinical trials and since the initial bellows were not sterile, the
reaction of the sterilization process was a critical issue. However, for future product
development, this will be less of an issue if the device is meant to be disposable.
low
Figure 7.5: Expansion limiters manufactured from zip ties, nylon straps, and snaps.
Left: Limiter components. Middle: Therapy configuration.
Right: Sterilization configuration.
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7.1.1.2 Pressure Adjustment
What if a doctor needs different pressure levels for different patients, or as healing
progresses? This customer need was ranked with average importance in the doctor and nurse
interviews; see the U.S. Domestic Doctors and Nurses section (4.1.1) of this thesis (the
majority of therapy applications apply 125 mmHg vacuum). Pressure range adjustment of
the bellows embodiment was reviewed, and three concepts were derived. Bellows with
different stiffness and dimensions can be manufactured for different pressure ranges; a
bellows can be manufactured for a wide range of sNPWT pressures, and an adjustable stroke
range limiter can be designed; and weights can be added to vertically hanging bellows,
although the need to maintain the proper orientation may cause portability restrictions. Since
the latter concept did not require the manufacture of new bellows, it was tested for its
performance characteristics. The typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve is shown in
Figure 7.6; the weight was added when the bellows was fully compressed. Then, to simulate
sNPWT using added weight, the weight was kept constant at 67.6 N (for the maximum
pressure to be approximately 100 mmHg), as the vacuum pressure was measured over the
entire compression length. The results are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.6: Typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve, taken at 100%
compression; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure 7.7: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 67.6 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
Despite possible portability design hurdles, the added weight concept proved to be a
simple method to achieve multiple pressures with one device. As shown in Figure 7.6, an
added weight of 108 N to a fully compressed bellows will begin therapy at the industry
standard of 125 mmHg. The vacuum pressure increases linearly with added weight, as
shown by the trendline in Figure 7.6. After analyzing the physics of the system, Equation
(7.3) was derived to represent this trendline.
P =-+Po 73system =W P(7.3)A
Psystem represents the pressure of the system; Watts represents the added weight; A represents
the effective cross-sectional area of the bellows, which is assumed to be a constant, since x
remains constant; and PO represents the pressure of a fully compressed bellows with no added
weight.
The trendline of Figure 7.6 and Equation (7.3) present important parameter details.
The trendline value for P0 is compared to the bellows analysis with no weight, shown in
Figure 7.3, and at full compression, the pressure values are almost equal, with a difference of
only 1 mmHg. This verifies the validity of the experimental set-up and the physics behind
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Equation (7.3). Relating to Equation (7.3), the magnitude of the cross-sectional area is also
calculated from the trendline equation in Figure 7.6. At full compression, the cross-sectional
area is calculated to be 143 cm2, which relates to a diameter, d, of 13.5 cm (A = fr * -
4
This diameter value is within reason, based on the dimensions shown in Figure B.1, and the
validity is again verified.
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7.1.1.3 Analysis of the Cross-Sectional Area and Stiffness
Understanding the effect of the cross-sectional area and stiffness of the bellows will
provide valuable information for future design. The pressure versus compression curve in
Figure 7.7 has a linear trend. However, as shown in Figure 7.8, at low added weight values,
the data trend better represents a third-order polynomial. After analysis of the physics of the
system and Equation (7.3), it was determined that this trendline is determined by
Equation (7.4), since x does not remain constant.
= W k(x)*xAx = + xsyste A(x) A(x) (7.4)
By analyzing the data trend based on the magnitude of added weight, it is determined that the
W . k(x)* x
term overcomes the less linear term as the added weight increases. This trend
A(x) A(x)
is clearly identified in the comparison of Figures B.5 through B. 11, as the difference in R
squared values for the linear and third-order polynomial are compared with increasing added
weight.
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Figure 7.8: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 22.4 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Understanding the physics of the system allowed the actual functions of the cross-
sectional area and the stiffness to be determined through further analysis. Vacuum pressure
versus weight curves were plotted for multiple compression lengths, as shown in Figure 7.6
and Figures B.12 through B.15. By using Equation (7.3), the areas were then determined for
each compression length and plotted versus percent compression in Figure 7.9. As revealed
in the figure, the effective cross-sectional area decreases with compression percent. When
the bellows are compressed, the accordion collapses onto itself. This collapsing starts at the
end of the bellows with the largest diameter, thereby, reducing the effective internal area that
the pressure acts across.
All cross-sectional area values are reasonable, except for the value at no compression.
It exceeds the maximum cross-sectional area of the bellows. This may be the result of
experimental measurement errors of the distance from equilibrium, x. The bellows may have
expanded slightly beyond its equilibrium position for the 0% compression measurements.
Therefore, the spring force would act against the gravitational force, and the magnitude of the
downward force would be lower than the calculated value. This would cause the cross-
sectional area to be calculated at a higher value. Future testing should be implemented to
analyze this further.
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Figure 7.9: Effective cross-sectional area versus compression curve; bellows #1.
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The stiffness values were calculated by using the cross-sectional area values for
compressions of 20 percent and over to solve Equation (7.4). The stiffness versus percent
compression function was plotted in Figure 7.10, and the data trend best represented a
second-order polynomial. The values for stiffness seem within reason, when comparing
them to the third-order polynomial trend seen in Figure 7.4. This trend suggests that the
bellows acts as a stiffness softening spring and then, after about 50 percent compression, it
acts as a stiffness hardening spring. As shown in Figure 7.10, the stiffness function
represents this softening and then hardening pattern.
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Figure 7.10: Stiffness versus compression curve; bellows #1.
The softening and hardening pattern is shown physically through the sequential
bellows images in Figure 7.11. The spring softening occurs when the bellows' accordion has
no level of engagement; it did not yet start to collapse onto itself. However, at about
approximately 50 percent compression, the bellows' accordion starts to collapse onto itself
(focus on the bottom of the bellows, outlined in Figure 7.11), and spring hardening starts to
occur. Therefore, it hypothesized that this characteristic of the bellows compression plays a
key role in its vacuum pressure versus compression length curve, and therefore, directly
relates to its stiffness function.
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0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Figure 7.11: Image of the sequential compression of the toilet plunger-based bellows.
The outlined yellow region highlights where the bellows' accordion
collapses onto itself, shown in the 50%, 75%, and 100% images.
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7.1.2 Bladder Pump (Therapy Unit Embodiment 2)
Soft plastic and rubber bladder pumps are currently used in the medical field to drain
internal (closed) wound cavities; a trocar is often used for drain insertion. Based on their
negative pressure functionality in the medical field, bladder pumps were considered to be a
potential option for application in sNPWT. The 100cc Relivac® Evacuator, a PVC bladder
pump currently used to drain internal wound cavities, was purchased from Bard Medical for
experimental observation of its functional characteristics. This pump is shown in
Figure 7.12.
Figure 7.12: The 100cc Relivac® Evacuator used in this study.
The bladder pump is operated by opening the bladder to atmosphere, compressing the
bladder (e.g., by hand), sealing it from atmosphere, and then releasing the bladder from
compression. The bladder works to expand back to its original, equilibrium position, due to
its spring-like properties. Therefore, the bladder pump concept is governed by one of the
spring equations, Equation (3.6) or Equation (3.7). Due to the design of the pump and its
expansion characteristics, it is initially assumed that the pump is governed by Equation (3.7),
and that the vacuum pressure is governed by Equation (7.2).
Although Equation (7.2) presents the underlying physics of the system, most
variables in Equation (7.2) are not easily measured or analyzed. The vacuum pressure, P, is
the only easily measurable variable. It is monitored by connecting the end of the tube
directly to the Vernier Gas Pressure Sensor. As for the distance from equilibrium position, x,
the stiffness, k(x), and the cross-sectional area, A(x), measurement for use in Equation (7.2) is
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not clearly defined. Therefore, the vacuum pressure versus internal bladder volume was
analyzed for a measurable, meaningful analysis. Additionally, the dimensional expansion
properties of the bladder were visually recorded.
The parameters of the pump were predetermined by the manufacturer. A 300 mL
exudate volume is most desired for sNPWT, in order to reduce the frequency of removing
exudate from the pump, and in order to account for maximum air leaks. Although the 100cc
Relivac* Evacuator pulls only 100 mL, the analysis will define the performance of a bladder
pump design. To expand the internal volume by 300 mL, a larger bladder can be
manufactured, although the stiffness may need to be increased, in comparison to the 100 mL
bladder, in order to achieve similar vacuum pressure magnitudes. The stiffness of the
bladder is dependent on material used, wall thickness, and shape of the bladder.
Additionally, multiple, small volume, bladder pumps, particularly three 100 mL pumps, can
be linked together with tubes and tube connectors. Multiple pump systems are described in
the Pressure Adjustment section (7.1.2.2).
The initial compression of the bladder pump varies, and the bladder pump cannot be
compressed to zero volume capacity. This is an important design consideration when
designing a bladder pump. For instance, the maximum internal volume of the Bard pump is
155 mL. Therefore, it was designed for the volume capacity to typically be minimized to
55 mL at full compression. However, it is possible to further compress the bladder.
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7.1.2.1 Performance and Analysis
The vacuum pressure versus percent compression (based on volume) of the Bard
bladder pump proved to be a very complex function. However, when compared to the visual
expansion of the bladder, trends are revealed. The typical vacuum pressure versus
compression curve is shown in Figure 7.13, and the images of the visual compression
characteristics are shown in Figure 7.14.
Figure 7.13: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for the bladder
pump. Percent compression is based on internal volume capacity.
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Figure 7.14: Visual compression characteristics of the 100cc Relivac® Evacuator.
As shown in Figure 7.13, the vacuum pressure versus percent compression data has
two pressure peaks. The first peak occurs at approximately 15 percent compression, and the
second peak occurs at maximum percent compression, which varies between each trial.
When compared to Figure 7.14, the data trends are mechanically revealed. The data trends
are very similar to the characteristics of a buckling helical spring, which can be found in U.S.
Patent 4,118,611 [49].
The data shows the system behaves as a stiffness softening spring, prior to
approximately 15 percent. At approximately 15 percent compression, the buckling of one
side of the bladder occurs, causing a sudden drop in vacuum pressure. If both sides of the
pump are identical, symmetry should exist, and the sides should buckle at the same
compression. However, this is not the case, which can be due to imperfections in the
physical symmetry of the bladder pump, and also, can be based on the manual compression
characteristics. When compressing the pump manually, equal compression is not exerted on
each side. After buckling, the vacuum pressure remains constant with increasing deflection
(compression).
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At 30 percent compression, another drop in vacuum pressure occurs. At this point,
more force is needed to further deflect one side of the pump, than to buckle the opposite side.
Therefore, both sides buckle, causing the second drop in pressure at approximately
60 mmHg. After both sides have buckled, further deflection causes a continuous increase in
the vacuum pressure pulled. The data trend for this increase is similar to a stiffness
hardening spring. The vacuum pressures pulled were within the range of sNPWT, and the
bladder pump is a realistic design for sNPWT. The pump needs to be reset before the
complete expansion of the bladder, in order to maintain a pressure over 40 mmHg.
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7.1.2.2 Pressure Adjustment
Methods of achieving different vacuum pressure levels for the bladder pump
embodiment were reviewed. Two concepts were considered. New bladder pumps can be
manufactured with a different material or wall thickness, in order to change the stiffness of
the bladder. Additionally, bladder pumps can be connected in parallel to increase the
vacuum pressure applied. Since the bladder pumps are governed by their spring-like
properties, their parallel connection behavior reflects springs in parallel; however, their direct
relationship must be experimentally confirmed, based on the pump used.
As previously discussed, the internal pump volume is very important when
determining the pump configuration. A maximum volume of collected exudate should
always remain under 300 mL for safety. Therefore, if a 300 mL pump is used, multiple
pumps must be manufactured with different stiffness values to achieve different pressure
levels. Additionally, when multiple pumps are connected together in series, the maximum
pump volume should remain under 300 mL. Note the pump volume is referred to as the
volume difference between a typical, compressed system and an uncompressed system; it
does not represent solely the internal volume of an uncompressed system.
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7.1.3 Rolling Diaphragm Pump (Therapy Unit Embodiment 3)
To achieve a more constant vacuum pressure, an embodiment that was not based on
spring properties was developed: the rolling diaphragm pump. This concept originated from
the examination of an industrial air cylinder. An industrial, friction-free, diaphragm air
cylinder can be used with pressurized air to act as a friction-free actuator. Two diaphragm
air cylinder manufacturers, Illinois Pneumatics, Inc. and ControlAir, were contacted as to
whether a friction free diaphragm air cylinder could be used to create a negative pressure in
the diaphragm. Neither manufacturer knew of a diaphragm air cylinder that was designed to
do so. Therefore, an original rolling diaphragm pump was developed.
A rolling diaphragm pump consists of a sealed expansion container that expands due
to an applied force, such as a weight. In the current embodiment, two, hard, plastic cups are
stacked on top of each other, while they comprise an expandable internal cavity made of a
plastic rolling diaphragm. During pump fabrication, a tube connector is first screwed into the
bottom of the external cup and sealed with E-6000 8 . The tube connector is for attachment
to the dressing tube during therapy, but in this study, a tube was connected directly to the
Vernier Gas Pressure Sensor for vacuum pressure monitoring. The diaphragm is made from
Plasti Dip®, by dipping the outside of the internal cup with two coats. The bottom of the cup
was first prepped with Plasti Dip® Primer, and the sides of the cup were coated with a release
agent. After the Plasti Dip® dries, the diaphragm is sealed to the rim of the external cup with
a foam ring and a pipe clamp. The rolling diaphragm pump and its components (not
including the sealants) are displayed in Figure 7.15; a dimensioned embodiment is shown in
Figure B.16.
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8 Industrial grade adhesive and sealant.
Figure 7.15: Rolling diaphragm embodiment. Left: Rolling diaphragm pump
components: two cups, Plasti Dip®, pipe clamp, foam strip, and tube
connector. Right: The rolling diaphragm pump final embodiment.
As the cups are pulled apart, a vacuum pressure is produced in the internal cavity. If
the pump embodiment proves to behave similar to a friction-free, diaphragm air cylinder, the
vacuum pressure amplitude is governed by the effective cross-sectional area of the containers
and the magnitude of the attached weight. This relationship is shown in Equation (7.5),
which is derived with Equation (3.5) and Equation (3.10).
P= MS (7.5)
A(x )
Notice that the effective cross-sectional area is represented as a function of x, the
distance between the bottom of the two cups or the expansion length. The change in cross-
sectional area is due to the taper of the cups (- 6 degrees) used in this study; the effective
cross-sectional area slightly decreases, as the distance that the cups are pulled apart increases.
A labeled diagram of the variables is shown in Figure 7.16. In this study, the effect of the
taper is analyzed in the Analysis of the Cross-Sectional Area section (7.1.4.3).
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Figure 7.16: Diagram of the rolling diaphragm pump variables used in this study,
related in Equation (7.5).
Other than the effective cross-sectional area, all variables in Equation (7.5) are
constant. Therefore, achieving a more constant vacuum pressure is easier to control
compared to the other pump embodiments. A unique quality of a friction-free, diaphragm air
cylinder that promotes constant pressure is that its entire expansion is friction-free; a
potentially varying friction force does not exist. This also minimizes the air pressure input
needed for a particular actuation, since a friction force does not counteract the applied force.
The function of the current pump embodiment is analyzed to detect the role of friction in the
system, in order to understand its comparison to a friction-free diaphragm air cylinder.
Since gravity instead of spring force governs the pump, the rolling diaphragm pump
is functional only in the proper vertical orientation, lifted from the ground. For compact
design, the weight can be stored inside the internal cup during therapy. In this study, weight
was attached to the rim of the internal cup at two opposite attachment points. Multiple
weights were tested at multiple compression lengths, as the corresponding vacuum pressures
were recorded.
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7.1.3.1 Performance and Analysis
The performance of the rolling diaphragm pump was analyzed by measuring the
vacuum pressure versus expansion length, x, for multiple magnitudes of weight. When the
cups are pressed completely together, the minimum expansion length is 3.05 cm, and during
the experiments, the cups were tested to a maximum expansion length of 14.0 cm. It should
be noted that the 300 mL maximum volume capacity is reached at 9.58 cm.
Results of the vacuum pressure versus expansion length study are displayed in
Figure 7.17. Vacuum pressures within the sNPWT range prove feasible for this embodiment,
using a weight over 60 N. The vacuum pressures are not constant with expansion length,
which can be due to a non-constant, effective cross-sectional area, experimental error, and/or
friction. A more detailed analysis is made to identify the impact of data variables.
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Figure 7.17: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum
curve for multiple weight values.
pressure versus expansion length
A typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve is shown in Figure 7.18. The
expansion length is maintained at 5.08 cm. Therefore, the effective cross-sectional area also
remains constant, and for the ideal situation, Equation (7.5) simplifies to Equation (7.6), for
analysis of the vacuum pressure versus weight curve.
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P=m +C (7.6)
A
Equation (7.6) directly relates to the linear trendline, shown in Figure 7.18; a clear
linear trend exists for all expansion lengths tested; see Figures B.17 to B.25. Assuming the
constant, C, is due to experimental errors based on its random nature and small magnitudes,
an initial data analysis may seem as though the pump embodiment behaves similar to a
friction-free, diaphragm air cylinder with a variable cross-sectional area. However, further
analysis proves differently.
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Figure 7.18: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 5.08 cm, with a linear trendline.
Indication that friction existed in the rolling diaphragm pump was detected during
experimentation. It was noticed that the overlapped diaphragm section projecting at the
bottom of the external cup was pulled into contact by the vacuum pressure, as displayed in
Figure 7.19 (a). Therefore, frictional force existed between these overlapping diaphragm
sections.
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Figure 7.19: Failure modes of the diaphragm due to friction and high vacuum pressures.
An effect of this frictional force was experienced in testing. The rolling diaphragm
pump functions well for the expansion lengths and weights recorded in Figure 7.18 and in
Figures B. 17 to B.25. However, there is a limit to the vacuum pressure for the system to
function properly; the pump functioned properly until about 90 to 95 mmHg, which
corresponds to higher weight values (above 90 N). This high vacuum pressure and weight
caused the internal cup to slip downward and kink the diaphragm in the vacuum cavity. It is
hypothesized that the threshold vacuum pressure of approximately 90 mmHg increases the
frictional force between the diaphragm sections to a value that ceases the rolling of the
diaphragm. This causes the applied gravitational force to overcome any friction between the
diaphragm and the internal cup and mechanically deform ("kink") the diaphragm.
The sudden deformation of the diaphragm caused the system to experience a sudden
increase in vacuum pressure, up to approximately 140 mmHg for 98.0N, and 150 mmHg for
164 N at a compression length of 8.10 cm. After the drop in pressure, the rolling diaphragm
can no longer "roll," and therefore, the diaphragm kinks continue to bunch-up between the
two cups. A description of this action is shown in Figure 7.19 (b). At expansion lengths
exceeding the bottom of the external cup (16.5 cm), the diaphragm collapses onto itself due
to the vacuum pressure, since the internal cup no longer provides a barrier.
In addition to the physical experimentation results, the data analysis also predicts
friction in the system. When comparing Equation (7.6) to the linear trendlines in Figure 7.18
and Figures B. 17 to B.25, the cross-sectional area can be calculated for each expansion
length. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 7.20. Two important
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characteristics in Figure 7.20 present information about the friction in the system. All data
points in the figure exceed the maximum cross-sectional area of the cup: 74.3 cm 2.
Therefore, when relating to Equation (7.6), the effective weight on the system must be less
than the actual applied weight, indicating that frictional forces oppose the applied weight.
Equation (7.5) does not fully represent the system, and therefore, Equation (7.7) was derived.
In this equation, the effective cross-sectional areas of the gravitational force and frictional
force are represented by Ag (x) and Af(x) respectively; the frictional force is represented by F
(P), which is a function of the vacuum pressure.
Pm*g Ff(P) (77)
Ag(x) Af(x)
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Figure 7.20: Typical cross-sectional area versus expansion length curve for rolling
diaphragm pump, calculated from the data in Figure 7.18 and
Figures B. 17 to B.25 with Equation (7.6).
The second characteristic in Figure 7.20 relates to the comparison of the cross-
sectional area values over the expansion lengths. The initial high value of the cross-sectional
area can be related to the low initial pressure values in Figure 7.17. It is hypothesized that
these values are based on the settling of the stacked cups at minimum expansion length.
Since the cups are settled, they remain at the minimum expansion length until a high enough
force pries them apart. Additionally, it is assumed that the pipe clamp plays a key role in
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these initial values. The pipe clamp is sealed tight to eliminate air leaks into the system.
However, this tight compression also applies an initial force to the internal cup and
diaphragm, causing a high, initial friction under the clamp. In this study, the pipe clamp was
tightened to the same compression length for every trial.
Additional causes for friction throughout therapy may have been based on the design
details. Since weights were only hung at two connection points, the internal cup deforms
slightly into an oval shape at high loads. This forces the internal cup to press against the
external cup, causing an increasing frictional force with increasing load. It is hypothesized
that this effect is detected in the data collection process at an expansion length of 3.05 cm, as
shown in Figure 7.17. Since the cups are initially in contact at 3.05 cm, the influence of any
deformation can be found at every weight value; the internal cup does not have to deform
enough to first contact the external cup. At an applied weight of 79.4 N, the internal cup
slipped to exceed an expansion over 3.05 cm; therefore, a reading at 3.05 cm could not be
made. It is assumed that at this point, the applied weight overcame the settling and pipe
clamp forces previously discussed, along with any friction force caused by deformation.
However, the cups did not slip from 3.05 cm at 97.9 N. At this weight, it is assumed that the
internal cup deforms enough to produce a frictional force that again maintains 3.05 cm of
separation. New designs should apply a well balanced load with respect to the central
vertical axis. As previously discussed, the weight can be located within the body of the
internal cup.
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7.1.3.2 Pressure Adjustment
Methods of adjusting the magnitude of the applied vacuum pressure for the rolling
diaphragm pump were reviewed. Three different methods were considered. The obvious
method, thoroughly discussed in the analysis of the pump, is to adjust the magnitude of the
applied weight. Additionally, the dimensions of the pump can be altered. Ideally, the cross-
sectional area is as small as possible, so the applied weight is significantly reduced for a
particular pressure, and consequently the portability of the device increases. However, the
dimensions must be optimized, keeping in mind the maximum volume capacity of 300 mL.
A decrease in cross-sectional area implies an increase in length, in order to main a constant
volume. For the last method, multiple pumps can be connected in series or in parallel to
achieve multiple vacuum pressure and volume combinations; the limiting volume when
configuring multiple pumps must again be kept in mind. A combination of the three methods
is also possible.
When considering pressure adjustment, methods to achieve more constant vacuum
pressures were reviewed. It was determined the non-constant cross-sectional area, A(x), and
friction, Ff (P) are two main variables that cause variance in the applied vacuum pressure.
Removing the taper of the stacked containers would improve the design. Not only would a
constant, cross-sectional area exist, but the contact areas of many friction forces would be
eliminated. However, the major friction force caused by the overlap of the diaphragm would
not be eliminated. For this issue, added lubricant or a diaphragm material with a lower
coefficient of friction would significantly reduce the frictional effects of the vacuum
pressure. If an embodiment is developed with the air leak test, introduced in the Air Leak
Test section (7.2.4), then the saline from the air leak test, along with the wound exudate, can
be used to lubricate the diaphragm during therapy.
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7.2 Dressings
Current dressings used for NPWT are costly and not readily available in the third
world or consumer markets outside of medical facilities. These dressings not only consist of
the dressings specifically for the KCI and BlueSky Medical therapy units, but often
additional occlusive dressings and medical glues are used in practice to better seal the
wound. They include, but are not limited to TegadermTM, IobanTM 2, MastaSOlTM, and
DermabondTM.
Since the goal of sNPWT is to broaden the application of wound therapy, multiple
dressing concepts were tested on unwounded, clean skin for an initial feasibility study. It is
realized that some of the exact components used in this study may not be feasible as a wound
dressing. However, this study aims to form the foundation for dressing characteristics that
create an air-tight seal. The parameters that were analyzed are: ability to hold an air-tight
seal, performance over time, reaction of the skin, and application/performance repeatability.
A test subject was used who had no prior known allergies, and the dressing was
applied to the thigh, which was initially shaved. The dressing consisted of a 2" x 2" x 1" (1 x
Watts x h) piece of V.A.C.® Granufoam*, which was placed directly onto the skin and
covered with a dressing that overlapped the sponge by 3" on each side. A sealing agent was
used to seal the dressing to the skin and an approximate " outer diameter tube that led to the
vacuum source. The tube was inserted through the dressing, either through the side of the
dressing using the previously discussed "pinch" method, or through the top-center, by
placing a pinhole into the occlusive dressing and stretching it around the tube. The method
used for each dressing was recorded, and is reported in Table 7.1. The industry standard of
125 mmHg was the vacuum pressure initially pulled in all experiments, and each experiment
continued for eight hours, unless 0 mmHg was reached. An eight hour timeframe between
dressing changes for sNPWT was determined as a reasonable minimum, as discussed in the
Air Leak Elimination section (3.1 .1). Minimal body movement was permitted, as the patient
maintained a sitting position. The pressure rate was measured with Logger Pro 3.4.1, which
was connected to a branch in the tube.
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A full factorial experiment was run with all possible dressings and sealing agents.
Three trials were run for each dressing combination, as long as no skin reaction was detected.
All experiments were stopped if a reaction occurred, and the contacted area was cleaned,
sterilized, and allowed to rest for 24 hours. Dressing components that caused reactions were
discarded from further experiments; all dressing and sealing agent components are defined in
sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. The initial experimental results are displayed in Table 7.1; they are
further analyzed for sNPWT feasibility in section 7.2.3.
Table 7.1: Dressing and sealing agent experiment matrix with experimental results.
sNPWT Dressing
Dressing
Plastic Plastic Medical Conformable Closed Cell
GroceryFreezer Bag Adhesive Solid FoamSealing Agent GroDressing
Egg Whites - - - 0* -
Cooking Oil __- - -_ -
Cake Frosting +* 0 - 0 +* -
Glue Stick - 0 - -
Gel Glue ! -----
Rubber Cement! - - - - - -
Liquid Latex - - - 0 +-
Medical Viscous Ointment 0 0 - 0 0* -
Medical Glue 0 0 - 0 0* -
Flexible Medical Wrap 0 0 - + +* 0*
Nothing - - - 0 - -
* Top tube attachment
Reaction occurred.
+ Lasted for eight hours in at least two trials-
0 Lasted over one hour in all trials-
- All trials lasted less than one hour-
* Top tube attachment-
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7.2.1 Dressing Descriptions
1. Plastic Grocery Bag - The polyethylene bags commonly used to bag items at
consumer good stores were feasible when used with the proper sealing agent.
2. Plastic Wrap - Plastic wrap, commonly used to seal food, is not recommended as a
dressing. It is very difficult to work with as it clings to itself. Some experiments
received good data results, as indicated by the "0" in Table 7.1, but they were not
repeatable.
3. Freezer Bag - Freezer bags, or zip-lock bags of any sort, are not recommended as a
dressing. They do not conform well to the skin's surface, due to their stiffness.
4. Medical Adhesive Dressing - A medical dressing with a manufacturer applied
adhesive is very applicable for negative pressure therapy. TegadermTM was used in
this study. Many of these medical dressings are already applied in practice as an
addition to the NPWT dressing. A sealing agent (other than a topical medical wrap)
should not be used in conjunction with a medical adhesive dressing, as the adhesive is
damaged by the oils in the sealants. Performance is then indeterminate, and in many
cases, the oils travel through air leak channels, causing the adhesive to lift. Although
medical glues are often used in practice, no added benefit was found in this study, as
sufficient drying time is longer than the time it takes to change a dressing.
Additionally, there was no added benefit detected after the glue dried.
5. Conformable Solid - A conformable solid is made of solid material(s) that have the
ability to conform to the complex surface of the skin. The conformable solid tested in
this experiment was a hard, plastic, children's respiratory face mask with a soft
plastic or rubber (air-filled) doughnut outlining the mouth of the mask. This solution
was applicable in creating an air-tight seal. With this solution, it is always beneficial
to have a topical medical wrap, offering further adhesion assistance. Based on a
literature review and wound nurse interviews, there is controversy about the medical
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acceptance of this type of device in negative pressure therapies. The device applies
suction around the wound on the surrounding, healthy tissue. This causes capillary
damage at high pressures. However, at the low pressures used in NPWT and
sNPWT, this solution is currently debated on its viability and safety.
6. Closed Cell Foam - Closed cell foam is a sNPWT applicable dressing when used in
conjunction with a topical medical wrap. The foam conforms very well to the skin's
surface. However, a tight seal is obtained by wrapping the closed cell foam onto the
skin with a topical medical wrap. The type and quality of foam directly relates to the
quality of seal. There are downfalls to using this dressing: high quality foam is
expensive, and air leaks may form with body movement overtime. Therefore,
overtime, this seal holds indeterminate results.
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7.2.2 Sealing Agent Descriptions
1. Egg Whites - Egg whites become tacky when exposed to air. In the entertainment
industry, egg whites are often used to glue prosthetics to the human skin. However,
in this study, egg whites proved to be difficult to work with, and sufficient drying
time far exceeded the time needed to change a dressing.
2. Cooking Oil - Cooking oil was used to create a seal that functioned like a mechanical
o-ring. However, the cooking oil was not viscous enough to function as a seal, and
flowed into the air leak channels.
3. Cake Frosting - Cake frosting proved to be an excellent sealing agent for specific
dressings. It is very sticky to the skin and to itself, and is very easy to conform to any
surface due to its high viscosity. Issues with the frosting are that it is very messy, and
it dries out and looses its stickiness overtime. It did not work well with dressings that
the tube entered through the side. When the body moved, the side tube stressed the
frosting enough to create air gaps, especially overtime. This was not experienced for
top-centered tubes.
4. Glue Stick - The glue stick's applicability for sNPWT depends on its use. The glue
stick looses its adhesive properties when exposed to air for about 20 minutes.
Therefore, it is not an applicable solution for gluing a non-adhesive dressing to the
skin. However, since it has a high viscosity, it is beneficial in sealing medical
adhesive dressings in an o-ring type fashion surrounding the wound. Since the glue
o-ring is sealed by the dressing, it is not exposed to air, allowing it to last for over
eight hours without drying out.
5. Gel Glue - Gel glue caused a skin reaction.
6. Rubber Cement - Rubber cement caused a skin reaction.
7. Liquid Latex - There are several brands of liquid latex on the market. For all brands,
the formula allows the skin to perspire and breathe without interference, and is non-
toxic. DeviantTM Liquid Latex was used in this study. One downfall is drying time:
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the liquid latex takes approximately five minutes to become tacky and approximately
eight minutes to completely dry. Its application to plastic films is not desirable, since
it is not initially viscous enough and forms puddles. It is very applicable to
conformable solids. Liquid latex is first painted onto the conformable surface around
the mouth of the solid. Once the latex becomes tacky, the dressing is placed over the
wound, and more liquid latex is applied until the proper seal quality is reached. The
additional liquid latex bonds to the existing, tacky latex and surrounding areas. When
applied correctly, this product was found to act like a second skin.
8. Medical Viscous Ointment - Petroleum jelly and Neosporin* were used in this study.
They proved applicable in an o-ring type fashion with flexible plastic dressings.
However, with this sealing agent, the plastic dressings slide easily over the skin,
forming air leaks with body movement. Neosporin® offered a more viscous seal that
initially resisted sliding, but the seal loosened as body heat decreased the viscosity.
9. Medical Glue - In this study, MastisolTM and DermabondTM were used in an o-ring
type fashion. In an air-tight environment, medical glue takes a long time to dry: on
the order of one to two hours. Therefore, due to its initial low viscosity and lack of
adhesion, it holds indeterminate results.
10. Flexible Medical Wrap - A flexible medical wrap (an ACE® bandage was used in this
study) provides a feasible method to mechanically secure a dressing to the skin. The
wrap eliminated significant air leaks in medical adhesive dressings. The conformable
solid, in conjunction with the wrap, also proved promising with all three trials lasting
over eight hours. However, non-structural dressings without adhesive easily shifted
under the wrap with any small body movement. This caused significant air leaks.
11. Nothing - Additional sealing agents were not necessary for the medical adhesive
dressings. Although medical adhesive dressings are the dressings currently used in
NPWT, it was discovered that the seal quality was indeterminate, as previously
discussed in the Air Leak Elimination section (3.1.1). In the current study, the seal
lasted for over eight hours in only one of the three trials; the other trials lasted for less
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than four hours. It was also noticed that body movement was more important at the
beginning of therapy, before the adhesive cures onto the skin.
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7.2.3 Feasibility Analysis
The characteristic that makes a dressing feasible for sNPWT is its ability to maintain
a seal that permits less than 300 mL of air into the system, during a minimum timeframe of
eight hours. The flow rate of air for all the dressings can be calculated from the pressure
rates recorded for the experiments in Table 7.1. This analysis is based on the Ideal Gas Law
shown in Equation (7.8).
Psystem * Vvs,, =n*R*T (7.8)
Psystem represents the pressure of the system, Vsysem represents the volume of the system and is
dressing dependent (see Appendix C), n represents the number of moles, R represents the
J
specific gas constant, 8.314 , and T represents the temperature of the system, 300 K
(room temperature). From the Ideal Gas Law, Equation (7.9) results in analysis.
dP dn
system * Vs,,,, =-* R * T (7.9)
dt dt
dPte dnis the pressure rate measured by the Logger Pro 3.4.1, and -- is the mole flow rate.
dt dt
For each dressing, the pressure rate used in analysis was determined as the average pressure
rate over three experimental trials. The volume of the system, V,,,,,n, is assumed to remain
constant, although in some dressings, a sponge compresses and expands with its overlaying
dn
medical adhesive dressing. The maximum volume is used in the calculations, such that --dt
is overestimated in the cases where the volume changes. To determine the volume flow rate
of air into the system, the mole flow rate from Equation (7.9) was used to solve
Equation (7.10) for each dressing. Equation (7.10) is derived from the Ideal Gas Law.
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dn
sdstenz = dt (7.10)
dt Psystem
dVsysteni is the volume flow rate of air into the system, and Psystem is the industry standard of
dt
125 mmHg. Using the volume flow rate calculated for each dressing, the dressings that have
less than 300 mL of air leaks into the system over an eight hour period were identified.
These dressings were determined feasible for sNPWT, and are listed in Table 7.2. The
additional wound drainage of 33 mL in eight hours was not included in this analysis, as only
the quality of the seal itself was being tested. All calculations for the feasible dressings are
shown in Appendix C; images of all the feasible dressings are shown in Figure 7.21,
Figure 7.22, Figure 7.23, and Figure 7.24.
Table 7.2: Feasible dressing and sealing agent combinations, and their corresponding
average number of hours to fill 300 mL with air leaks.
Dressing and Sealing Hours until 300 mL
Agent Combination of Air
Tegaderm"' with Ace 123Bandage
Facemask with Frosting 33.8
Facemask with Liquid 25.0Latex
Plastic Grocery Bag with
Frosting I
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Figure 7.21: TegadermTM and then ACE® bandage, covering a porous dressing.
Figure 7.22: Facemask with frosting.
Figure 7.23: Facemask with DeviantTM Liquid Latex.
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Figure 7.24: Plastic grocery bag with frosting, covering a porous dressing.
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7.2.4 Air Leak Test
Based on the dressing experiments, it was determined that repeatability is a major
issue, as discussed in the Air Leak Elimination section (3.1.1). The amount of air leaks and
the quality of the seal is based on the experience of the person applying the dressing.
Although the results of this study are similar to those of a trained nurse, the final sNPWT
dressing should be able to be applied by a person with any skill level, in order to increase its
applicability. Therefore, an air leak detection system was developed.
The air leak detection system requires the end of the tube opposite the wound be
inserted into a fluid, such as a clear saline. In the preferred embodiment, a small amount of
saline exists initially in the pump, and the pump has a clear window for one to look into and
see the saline. When therapy begins, the user must look for air bubbles in the saline. If air
bubbles are detected, the air leaks in the seal are smoothed out or reinforced with an
additional dressing until the air bubbles cease.
Significant sealing improvement was obtained with the air leak detection method. To
test this method, a medical adhesive dressing was used with no additional sealing agent.
Three more trials were run using the initial detection method, and the results were compared
to the method without initial detection. The results are listed in Table 7.3; all calculations are
shown in Appendix C. Based on the improvement of the seal with the air leak method, it will
be incorporated into all final products.
Table 7.3: Comparison of the TegadermTM seal with and without air leak detection.
Dressing and Sealing Hours until 300 mL
Agent Combination of Air
Tegaderm 1 (no sealing
agent) with air leak 29 5
detection 
__________
Tegadermm (no sealing
agent) without air leak 0.210
detection I _I
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8 Detailed Bellows Design
After all prototypes were tested and analyzed, the bellows concept was chosen as the
most feasible sNPWT pump that fulfilled the customer needs and functional parameters.
Thus, a detailed design analysis was performed on the bellows concept, using both physical
and computational models. The dimension and stiffness values for ideal sNPWT bellows
were determined, in order to achieve a targeted pressure range in 300 mL expansion. Then, a
manufactured bellows that was close to the ideal dimensions was obtained. An FEA study of
the bellows proved that multiple stiffness values could be obtained by slight variations in the
wall thickness. Therefore, with the existing bellows of the proper dimensions, the desired
stiffness will be obtained by varying the wall thickness during the blow molding process.
8.1 Desired Parameters
A sNPWT bellows pump must be designed to meet a predetermined therapy pressure
range. After consulting with Dr. Sheridan, the targeted vacuum pressure range for a final
prototype was determined to be 90 (minimum) to 125 mmHg. Additionally, the bellows
were decided to be disposed of after limited use, and therefore, their targeted material was
LDPE (low density polyethylene), since it is the most inexpensive option for blow molding
bellows. LDPE also allows the air leak test to be easily integrated into the pump, as it is very
transparent. With the material properties, vacuum pressure range, and expansion volume
(300 mL) determined, the dimensions and stiffness values of the targeted bellows are
invariable. A table of potential dimension and stiffness combinations is shown in Table 8.1.
These values are calculated using Equations (8.1), (8.2), (8.3), and (8.4).
Ax = AV (8.1)
A
k = AP * A (8.2)
AX
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Fm =P. *A (8.3)
Xmax= Fma (8.4)k
In the equations above, Ax represents the length of expansion during therapy (stroke
length), AV is the volume capacity during therapy (300 mL), A is the effective cross-sectional
area of the bellows, k is the spring constant or stiffness, AP is the predetermined pressure
range difference (90 to 125 mmHg), Frax is the force needed to compress the bellows at
maximum compression, Pmax is the maximum pressure during therapy (125 mmHg), and xmax
is the difference in length between a fully relaxed and fully compressed bellows. Notice that
the cross-sectional area and spring constant are assumed to be constant during this initial
analysis. Also, notice that the maximum pressure was desired at the maximum compression
length, in order to simplify the design for the limiters (described in section 7.1.1.1).
Although this analysis targets the bellows concept, it can be used for any spring governed
pump.
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Table 8.1: Potential dimension and stiffness combinations for a bellows with a
pressure range between 90 and 125 mmHg, and a therapy capacity of
300 mL volume.
A (cm 2) Ax (cm) k (N/m) F. (N) x= (cm)
16 19.3 37 26 69.0
20 14.8 64 34 52.9
26 11.7 102 43 41.8
32 9.5 156 53 33.8
38 7.8 228 64 28.0
46 6.6 323 76 23.5
54 5.6 446 89 20.0
62 4.8 599 103 17.3
71 4.2 790 119 15.0
81 3.7 1022 135 13.2
92 3.3 1303 153 11.7
103 2.9 1638 171 10.4
114 2.6 2033 191 9.4
127 2.4 2496 211 8.5
140 2.1 3034 233 7.7
153 2.0 3654 255 7.0
168 1.8 4366 279 6.4
182 1.6 5176 304 5-9
198 1.5 6094 330 5.4
214 14 7129 357 5.0
231 1.3 8290 385 4.6
Relating to Table 8.1, the dimension and stiffness values are limited. As the cross-
sectional area decreases, the total length and expansion length increase. The values in the
table present the absolute maximum total length and expansion length that was determined to
be acceptable for this study. Additionally, as the cross-sectional area increases, the stiffness
and force needed to compress the bellows at maximum compression also increase. The
limits of these two values are not able to be set by visual inspection. Therefore, a study was
performed to determine the limit of the compression force used in this design.
The limiting compression force for a sNPWT device, dependent on human input, was
determined to be a function of gender and age. Particularly, female nurses were targeted as
the limiting factor, based on the current population that applies NPWT. Therefore, an initial
study was performed to determine the grip force of an average female. Two age groups were
tested: 20 to 30 years of age and 40 to 50 years of age, with a sample size of ten per group.
The grip force of each subject, using both hands, was measured by squeezing bathroom
scales of 5.08 cm and 12.7 cm in thickness. Additionally, for the 5.08 cm scale, the subject
was tested with their non-dominant hand, since it is the hand most likely to continue holding
the pump, if they need to perform an additional task. In all trials, the subject squeezed as
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hard as she could for five seconds, rested, and then squeezed to a level she felt was
comfortable for five seconds. The experimental results are displayed in Table 8.2.
Instructions for gripping the scale were not provided, but it was noticed that a higher
grip force of 45 to 65 N was obtained when the subject placed her palm(s) and thumb(s) on
the side of the scale closet to her, instead of just her thumb(s), as shown in Figure 8.1. This
was noted for future design purposes, as instructions may need to be provided for gripping
the pump. Additionally, before the design of a sNPWT pump for market, time needs to be
invested into a similar study (if the force needed is questionable) with a larger sample size of
the limiting targeted user, whether that is female nurses or female elderly patients.
Table 8.2: Experimental results for the female grip test.
for a sample size of ten for both age groups.
The average force is reported
Figure 8.1: Grip force experiment: subject placed her thumbs (left), or her palms
and thumbs (right) on the side of the scale closet to her.
When comparing Tables 8.1 and 8.2, the grip force of a female is only of average
magnitude. This is because the compression force for this study was decided to be limited by
other factors, in order to reduce design limitations. After consultation with Dr. Sheridan, the
optimal compression forces in Table 8.1 were limited by the grip force of an average male of
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Grip Force (N)
Scale Thickness: 5.08 cm Scale Thickness: 12.7 cm
Non-Dominant Hand Both Hands Both Hands
Hard as Possible Comfortable Hard as Possible Comfortable Hard as Possible Comfortable
Age Group (years) 7 1
20-30 133 89 258 151 227 129
40-50 87 51 180 92 125 76
30 to 40 years. The average grip force for a sample size of ten was 400 N, gripping as hard
as possible and using both hands on the 5.08 cm scale. This was determined as the limit for
this study, since clinical trials at Shiners Burn Hospital will be run in the presence of
Dr. Sheridan, and a male nurse can also be requested if needed for both hands. The goal for
the device in this study was for use in clinical trials under typical NPWT conditions, as
discussed. in section 9.2. Once the bellows prototype design is finalized, Table 8.2 can be
referenced to identify any restrictions on age and gender for these clinical trials.
Since the stiffness' of the bellows is related to its wall thickness, it was determined the
best option to proceed was to locate a manufacturer that makes a bellows with the desired
dimensions, and that would be willing to vary the wall thickness during a production run.
This path would allow the effect of the wall thickness versus stiffness to be analyzed, without
the large expense of building a new mold. It is realized that the stiffness is dependent on
additional factors other than the wall thickness, but wall thickness is the parameter that can
be varied with an existing mold for prototyping purposes.
If the proper stiffness is obtained, the new bellows will have the ideal therapy
parameters, and can immediately be applied in clinical trials. Bellows manufacturers were
contacted for samples within the targeted dimensional range. Multiple bellows were
received; however, the majority of the bellows were too short in total length to achieve
300 mL volume in the targeted pressure range. The bellows closest to the desired dimensions
is shown in Figure 8.2. It is manufactured by BMS, Blow Molded Specialties, located in
Pawtucket, Rhode Island. The bellows are helical (there are two, intertwined helixes); BMS
claims the helical shape causes the bellows to have less memory when returning to their
original length.
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Outer Diameter = 12.8 cm
Inner Diameter = 11.3 cm
E
CL
UI)
Figure 8.2: Helical bellows and dimensions, manufactured by Blow Molded
Specialties. The difference between the fully relaxed and expanded
bellows, x., is 7.9 cm.
As shown in Figure 8.2, the dimensions fall between the two highlighted rows in
Table 8.1. How close are the dimensions to an optimal value? Using the minimum,
maximum, and average diameter of the bellows, the optimal dimensions were calculated for a
pressure range of 90 to 125 mmHg and 300 mL volume. The results are displayed in
Table 8.3. Compared to the actual dimensions of the bellows, the bellows are not long
enough for the optimal design, as their x,. (length between the fully relaxed and fully
compressed bellows) is only 7.9 cm. Therefore, to implement this bellows, the therapy
volume capacity must be decreased, and/or the acceptable pressure range must be increased.
For this design, it was decided to achieve the same pressure range and decrease the
volume capacity. Table 8.4 lists the optimal parameters and their corresponding volume
capacities, in order to maintain the total length of 7.9 cm. A volume capacity between 223
and 283.5 mL is reasonable, since the typical wound exudate in an eight hour period is only
33 mL. This allows for between 0.40 and 0.52 ml/min of air leaks, which exceeds many of
the air leak rates achieved in multiple dressing techniques. The exact volume capacity for the
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final design can be obtained once the operational diameter is determined, for which the study
is performed in the next section.
Table 8.3: Optimal parameters for the helical bellows with 90 to 125 mmHg pressure
range and 300 mL volume capacity.
A (cm2) Ax (cm) k (N/rn) F max (N) x max (cm)
Minimum Diameter 101 3-0 1590 169 10.6
Average Diameter 114 2.6 2036 191 9.4
Maximum Diameter 129 2-3 2569 214 8-3
Table 8.4: Optimal parameters for the helical bellows with 90 to 125 mmHg pressure
range and a maximum length of 7.9 cm.
V (mL) A (cm 2) Ax (cm) k (N/m) Fmax (N) x max (cm)
Minimum Diameter 223 101 2-2 2139 169 7.9
Average Diameter 252 114 2-2 2418 191 7-9
Maximum Diameter 284 129 2-2 2718 214 79
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8.2 Analysis of the Helical Bellows
The performance of the helical bellows must be analyzed, in order to determine the
effective cross-sectional area and stiffness of the current model. Obtaining these parameters
will allow the optimal stiffness value for the final prototype to be calculated, and will provide
the necessary information for the FEA study. An analysis was performed that was similar to
the previous bellows analysis, for which the Vernier Gas Pressure Sensor measured pressures
at multiple compression lengths. Before this experiment was performed, a hard, plastic,
structural support was attached to both the top and the bottom of the helical bellows with
epoxy, as shown in Figure B.26. This was to prevent the top and the bottom from collapsing
inwards when a vacuum was pulled, which caused variable results. Even with these plates,
the helical plunger proved difficult to analyze, as the bellows did not have a symmetric
expansion. Therefore, the pressure reading was recorded, and then the two, hard, plastic
plates on the bellows were leveled, and the distance between the plates was then recorded.
The vacuum pressure versus compression curve for the helical bellows is displayed in
Figure 8.3.
Vacuum Pressure vs. Compression
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Figure 8.3: Vacuum pressure versus compression curve with a third-order polynomial
trendline; helical bellows.
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The data in Figure 8.3 is best represented by a third-order polynomial, similar to the
toilet plunger-based model. Therefore, contrary to the assumptions in the previous section,
the cross-sectional area and stiffness values are not constant for the helical bellows, which
must be included in the analysis for the optimal dimensions and stiffness. The cross-
sectional area and stiffness trends of the helical bellows were obtained by adding a 21.6 N
weight to the bellows during a vacuum pressure versus compression test, shown in
Figure 8.4, and then analyzing the results with Equations (7.3) and (7.1), respectively. The
results are shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6, respectively.
Vacuum Pressure vs. Compression
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Figure 8.4: Vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant weight
of 21.6 N with third-order polynomial trendline; helical bellows.
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Effective Cross-Sectional Area vs. Compression
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Figure 8.5: Effective cross-sectional area versus compression curve; helical bellows.
Figure 8.6: Stiffness versus compression curve; helical bellows.
Comparing Figures 8.4 and 8.5 with Figures 7.9 and 7.10, it is determined that the
helical bellows behave differently from the toilet plunger-based bellows. Regarding the
effective cross-sectional area curve, its trend may be due to the unsymmetrical expansion of
the bellows, causing them to skew. The magnitude of the effective cross-sectional area is
centered around the average (actual) cross-sectional area of the bellows (reported in
Table 8.4), which supports the analysis.
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The stiffness represents a spring hardening trend throughout the majority of the
expansion length, which is reflected physically as the bellows compress; see Figure 8.7.
Unlike the toilet plunger-based bellows, the helical bellows start to collapse at their initial
compression, and as discussed in the Analysis of the Cross-Sectional Area and Stiffness
section (7.1.1.3), once the bellows starts to collapse, spring hardening starts to occur. The
physical analysis of the helical bellows supports the previous hypothesis stated in section
7.1.1.3: "this (physical) characteristic of the bellows compression plays a key role in its
vacuum pressure versus compression length curve, and therefore, directly relates to its
stiffness function."
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Figure 8.7: Image of the sequential compression of the helical bellows. The outlined
yellow region highlights where the bellows collapse, shown in the 25%,
50%, and 75% images.
Based on the cross-sectional area and stiffness data, the optimal stiffness value and
volume capacity are defined for the final design. Using Equation (7.1), an optimal stiffness
value of 2554 N/m is determined to yield a pressure of 125 mmHg at 100 percent
compression of the helical bellows. An FEA study in the next section is performed to
determine what magnitude of wall thickness will yield this optimal stiffness value. With the
final FEA results, a production run can be made for the helical bellows at BMS, while
varying the wall thickness around its calculated value.
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The volume capacity of the final design significantly reduces the amount of air leaks
allowed into the system. Based on the stiffness trend in Figure 8.6, the stiffness degradation
over decreasing compression length was calculated for the optimal design, with 2554 N/m at
100 percent compression. Then, the pressures, corresponding to the stiffness values, were
calculated over all compression lengths, using equation (7.1). It was found that, in order to
maintain the pressure range of 90 to 125 mmHg, the final design must be limited at 90
percent compression. This stroke length corresponds to a volume capacity of only 85.3 mL
and an air leak rate of only 0.11 m/min for an eight hour reset time. Although dressing
techniques in this study have been found to yield lower air leak rates, the air leaks will prove
to be a very critical factor, and training for dressing application is foreseen.
Two options are available to eliminate the critical air leak factor. The first option is to
increase the allowed pressure range, thereby increasing the volume capacity. For the optimal
300 mL volume capacity, the percent compression ranges from 65 to 100 percent, while
reaching a minimum vacuum pressure of 43 mmHg. Although a pressure range of 40 to
200 mmHg is defined for NPWT, for this study, a pressure of 43 mmHg is not desired. An
additional option is to place multiple pumps in parallel. Even though this is not desired for
the final commercial device, it is a viable option for use in clinical trials if needed.
In the next section, the FEA study is performed for the helical bellows. However, it is
recommended (based on the timeline involved) that for the production prototype, an
additional bellows manufacturer review is performed to locate a bellows with the optimal
dimensions, and stiffness characteristics closer to the toilet plunger-based bellows. In
addition to the optimal parameters discussed in this section, the most optimal model allows
for the highest air leak rate. The critical factor that limits the helical bellows is its continuous
reduction in stiffness as compression length increases, which significantly reduces the
vacuum pressure. As shown in Figure 7.10, the toilet plunger-based bellows has only a slight
decrease, followed by an increase in stiffness as compression length increases. The bellows
that is chosen for a final prototype production run, must be analyzed with the same procedure
as discussed in this chapter, from cross-sectional area and stiffness analysis to a wall
thickness prediction study.
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8.3 Wall Thickness Analysis
Since the wall thickness of the bellows is directly related to its stiffness, an FEA
study was used to determine the wall thickness versus stiffness relation. With this
information, a method for predicting the stiffness values for a particular bellows can be
achieved, which will save time and money in manufacturing. The helical bellows was
modeled, and for validity, the results were compared to the data presented in the previous
section. For this model, the average thickness was used to model the current helical bellows,
as its thickness varies from top to bottom, and along the accordion pleats; the average value
measured was 0.305 mm. Additionally, the material was known from BMS labeling directly
on the bottom of the bellows: LDPE. The FEA model was created in SolidWorks® and
analyzed in COSMOSWorks®; the model is displayed in Figure 8.8.
Figure 8.8: COSMOSWorks@ model of the helical bellows.
Once the model was determined valid by comparison with the previous bellows data,
multiple FEA studies were performed, as the wall thickness and compression force were
varied. The displacement along the axis of symmetry was recorded for each study, and the
corresponding stiffness values were calculated with Equation (3.7). Through the FEA study,
the optimal stiffness of 2544 N/m was achieved at maximum displacement with a wall
thickness of 0.711 mm. Therefore, a wall thickness of 0.711 mm is the targeted value to vary
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the blow molding process in order to obtain a 125 mmHg vacuum pressure at full
compression.
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8.4 Additional Components
There are a few additional components that should be integrated into the marketed,
pump embodiment. One of these features is a check valve between the pump and the wound
site, shown in Figure 8.9, component 1. A similar check valve exists in the 100cc Relivac*
Evacuator, as shown in Figure 8.10. With this feature, the wound exudate, once in the
collection canister, cannot flow back to the wound site. Additionally, with this valve, the
wound exudate can be emptied from the collection canister, exposing it to atmosphere, while
maintaining the sNPWT vacuum pressure at the wound site. A pressure indicator
(Figure 8.9, component 2) is needed to assure that during operation, the pressure is balanced
on both sides of the check valve, so the wound exudate will continuously flow into the
collection canister.
Figure 8.9: Helical bellows with check valves (components 1 and 3), and pressure
indicator (component 2).
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Figure 8.10: Check valve in the bladder pump embodiment.
Analyzing Figure 8.9, another check valve in the design is presented
(component 3). This check valve is placed between the interior of the collection chamber
and atmosphere. It provides a method to eliminate the initial air in the dressing and tubing
that will immediately fill the pump as therapy is initialized. When the initial air enters into
the collection canister, the pump is reset as the unwanted air is released to atmosphere
through this check valve. After therapy initialization, this additional check valve can be
sealed until the pump needs to be reset. The second check valve must be integrated into the
pump only if the first check valve (component 1) exists.
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9 Field Tests
Field tests are very important to the success of this project, in order to explore the
market and to validate the sNPWT prototypes. As discussed in section 4.2, an interview
study was performed to gain insight into the customer needs. Using results from the
interviews and from the initial prototype analysis, the final path was chosen for taking
sNPWT to market. The bellows embodiment was determined to satisfy the customer needs
and the functional parameters, more than any other embodiment. Therefore, initial clinical
trials were applied for with the toilet plunger-based bellows prototype, and the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) at MGH granted approval of controlled tests. Successful clinical trials
are essential to achieve a marketable product.
9.1 Clinical Trials
Although not all markets targeted in this study require government approval for
medical devices, it was decided that approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) would be granted prior to any sales. Therefore, proper safety and performance can be
assured with a proven process. The first steps towards FDA approval were taken by applying
for clinical trials at the Shriners Burn Hospital; the bellows embodiment (toilet plunger-based
model) was submitted and approved as the sNPWT pump for these trials. By testing the
bellows pump, the application of a non-constant vacuum pressure for sNPWT can be
validated for successful therapy. If successful, non-constant pressure pump designs will be
pursued in the future if they best match the targeted consumer needs. However, if a non-
constant pressure is proven as an invalid therapy, pump embodiments with a more constant
pressure will be pursued and tested for validity. All trials will benefit the medical field by
providing new wound healing data.
Initial approval was granted for clinical trials on current NPWT patients. The
assigned clinical research nurse must remain at the bedside of the patient, as sNPWT is
applied for one hour. The nurse is to monitor the functionality of the device and the amount
of fluid collected. Successful clinical results for the trials consist of: an applied vacuum
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pressure within the sNPWT range throughout treatment, a typical amount of fluid drainage
for the specific wound, patient comfort, and no abnormal reactions. To date, no clinical trials
have occurred, due to the low pressure range of the toilet plunger-based model.
Dr. Sheridan, overseeing the trials, has not recommended any patients for low pressure
therapy; low pressure therapy, in the range of the toilet plunger-based model, is administered
for certain wounds at Shriners Bum Hospital. Therefore, in order to increase the number of
applicable patients, an addendum to the current clinical trial application will be submitted, in
order to use the new, helical bellows, designed for 125 mmHg vacuum pressure (the typical
pressure applied at Shriners Bum Hospital). The submission must occur after the
manufacture of the helical bellows, as the device must be present upon approval.
Once a successful, predetermined, clinical sample size has been obtained, an
application for continuous sNPWT will be submitted. For this application, a final prototype
of the bellows embodiment will be submitted, including all of the final components discussed
in the Additional Components section (8.4). Upon approval, therapy will be applied
continuously, for as long as treatment is required. A nurse will perform intermittent
monitoring. Additionally, other sNPWT embodiments desired for final production will start
the clinical trial process.
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10 Project Conclusion and Future Work
10.1 Project Conclusion
In this study, the viability of inexpensive, purely mechanical sNPWT systems is
demonstrated, which was the main project goal. The main focus for sNPWT functionality
was the reduction of air leaks into the system. As shown in the Air Leak Elimination section
(3.1.1), the source of the most critical air leaks develops at the dressing interface. These air
leaks are significantly reduced by practicing the proper dressing techniques; however, they
are difficult to visually detect. In this study, an air leak test was developed (section 7.2.4)
that provided a method to visually inspect the seal quality when initiating therapy. Air leak
rates where achieved, with the air leak test and proper dressing techniques, that permitted
sNPWT to last well beyond the targeted eight hour period.
Many different pump embodiments are capable of applying vacuum pressures within
the NPWT range. This study was successful in identifying the vacuum pressure
characteristics of the predominant three: the bellows pump, the bladder pump, and the
rolling diaphragm pump. Although all of these pumps are capable of sNPWT, the bellows
pump was chosen in pursuit of clinical trials. These clinical trials are underway to prove that
a non-constant pressure is applicable for successful wound therapy. The results of the trials
will dictate which of the three pump embodiments to further pursue for a successful market
entry, and the specifications and analysis applied to the bellows in chapter 8 will need to be
further applied to the final embodiment.
The bellows and bladder pump are the most portable pump options, which is one of
the main customer needs (selling points) of sNPWT. Therefore, the bellows pump has been
brought to the forefront for customer satisfaction and market exploration. The toilet plunger-
based design has been presented to a limited, sample size of doctors, nurses, and general
consumers to get their feedback on the identified customer needs in the Strategy chapter (4)
and on the product itself. Positive feedback was expressed, particularly for ease of use and
portability. Additionally, those in the medical profession appreciated the ability to store the
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device in their supply room, and also liked the disposable aspect for easy maintenance,
especially for outpatients. Doctors expressed interest in the ability to have an increased
number of outpatients receiving therapy, and agreed that a strong need exists for a sNPWT
device. The most highly regarded aspect of the project for the general consumer was the
push for an inexpensive device for affordability. As healthcare costs continue to rise, it is
rewarding to help those in need to afford therapy.
This project was entered into the MIT $ 1OOK Competition and MIT IDEAS
Competition in the spring of 2006. These initiatives provided public exposure for the project,
and the outcome was rewarding. In the MIT $100K Competition, the project reached the
semi-finals, and received great feedback from multiple business leaders. Business aspects of
the project were revealed that are necessary for future market success. The MIT IDEAS
Competition was most valuable for exposure and guidance in third world applications. In
this competition, the project received a $5K IDEAS Award sponsored by ita Software. After
the initial pubic exposure from these two events, business interest has been expressed in the
project and its future by both private investors and public companies, along with much
interest in using the product in technology exploration initiatives. Both entrepreneurial
efforts and possible licensing agreements are being explored.
The sNPWT system has a great potential for success as an engineered product and as
a business endeavor. However, sNPWT success highly depends on the clinical results. The
exploration of multiple pump embodiments provides the flexibility to adjust the pump
design, based on clinical comparisons, to achieve a more NPWT characteristic performance.
Once successful clinical results are achieved, FDA approval must be obtained before any
product is sold.
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10.2 Future Work
This study completes the proof of concept phase for the engineering side of the
product and the first level of detailed design. It also provides a solid foundation for future
work; a significant amount of future work is necessary to bring a sNPWT product to market.
Based on the high level of positive project response, future efforts will be well worth the hard
work and energy, and will be very rewarding, especially in the pursuit of personal growth
and achievement.
Clinical trials are very important when developing medical devices. Therefore,
significant attention will be given to them. Initially, the current clinical trials must be
completed and analyzed. It is expected that if the one-hour trials are successful, immediate
approval will be granted for complete, 24-hour therapy trials. This approval is a project
milestone in its medical aspect, because once approval is granted for one particular
embodiment, the approval for additional embodiment testing will not be as complex, since
sNPWT will already have merit. Clinical trial results provide the necessary details for FDA
approval, which is initially required for product sales in the United States. For this project,
FDA approval is desired before entry into all markets, including the third world.
Once preliminary clinical results are obtained, the detailed design of final prototypes
can be complete in preparation for a commercial product. In order to make this process
successful, a few tasks can be performed while awaiting clinical results. Various
components discussed in chapter 8 must be explored for potential manufacturing or a
supplier. A material study of every pump component must be made, in order to determine
the effect of the environmental elements, including time, temperature, and sterilization
methods. While choosing the materials, cost versus the desired performance must be
considered. Different performance levels may be desired based on the market, such as the
potential disposable versus multiuse strategy for the developed and undeveloped world
respectively. These tasks and considerations are currently being explored.
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Once manufactured, the final prototypes should immediately enter into clinical trials,
as they are used in exploring business opportunities. Business explorations thus far have
concluded that significant interest exists if initial clinical trials are successful and if final
prototypes are created. Therefore, these tasks provide a large stepping stone in future
negotiations for both direct funding and licensing opportunities. Additionally, patent
protection is of major importance to any type of investor. The pump embodiments and air
leak test are currently patent pending. As product protection is essential in forming a
sustainable company based on sNPWT or in licensing the sNPWT technology, final patents
must be filed and maintained throughout the future.
Business potential must also be explored. Knowing the business is essential in order
to successfully negotiate. Since the sNPWT products are applicable in various markets, all
potential markets must be explored, as entry plans are developed. The sNPWT devices are
expected to provide a great business foundation, as they are designed for a market pull,
instead of a market push.
This study is the beginning of a great product that can help to heal millions of
wounds. It is very promising and triggers a lot of motivation to make a positive difference in
the world, especially since the current NPWT device is not even applicable in third world
environments. It is so fortunate to have the experience to work on this project as a Master's
thesis, and to continue its development in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Clinical Trial Examples
1. "Joseph et al. (2000) conducted a single-blind, RCT to evaluate the efficacy of VAC
for chronic-wound healing. Patients (n=24) with several different wound types were
randomized to six weeks of either standard moist dressings or vacuum-assisted
wound therapy. A total of 36 wounds were treated. The researchers reported that 64%
of the VAC group demonstrated granulation tissue formation, whereas 81% of the
wet-to-moist group had inflammation and fibrosis. The researchers concluded that
VAC therapy promoted faster healing than standard wet-to-moist dressing and
increased the rate of granulation tissue formation [31]."
2. "Over a two-year period," Song reviewed the "records of 35 patients with sternal
wound complications to evaluate the efficacy of the V.A.C. * device as a bridge
between debridement and definitive closure. Patients were treated with twice-daily
traditional dressing changes, or recommended treatment with the wound V.A.C. *
device. The study showed that the V.A.C. * group displayed a trend toward a shorter
interval between debridement and closure (6.2 days vs. 8.5 days), and had fewer
dressing changes (3 vs. 17). The researchers concluded that NPWT treatment led to
faster wound healing and lower usage of resources in the management of patients
with sternal wound complications than did traditional treatment [31]."
3. "The patient is a 54-year-old man with a 20-year history of multiple sclerosis. He is
wheelchair-bound, completely nonambulatory, and 6'2" tall. Financial concerns
precluded his having an appropriately sized and configured wheelchair, so he was
forced to use a standard-size wheelchair with leg extensions. This resulted in his
slumping in his chair and having great difficulty keeping his feet on the leg supports,
which led to a progressive foot drop. These factors resulted in his developing stage 4
right ischial (buttock) decubitus ulcer and a stage 3 right malleolar (ankle) decubitus
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ulcer. On initial evaluation on October 15, 2003, the wounds appeared as shown in
Figure 2.2.
The Versatile 1 Wound Vacuum System was chosen for this patient because it can be
used to provide active therapy at night while a patient is sleeping. This was an
important consideration for a patient who has limited mobility. The wounds were
treated with the Chariker-Jeter technique by applying saline gauze in a single layer
covering all aspects of the open wounds. A flat Jackson-Pratt drain was placed on the
gauze, and each wound was covered with a clear, semipermeable dressing. The
drains were then connected to the negative pressure device at a pressure of -80 mmHg
for a period of 6 to 8 hours per day (usually at night while the patient slept). In the
morning, after negative pressure therapy was ended, the patient's wounds were
redressed with moist saline gauze covered with a Tegaderm (3M) dressing for the
remainder of the day. He would clamp the flat drain tubing before disconnecting the
suction, thus allowing negative pressure to be maintained within the system without
ongoing connection to the vacuum pump, and he would coil up the tube and tape it
onto the wound dressing (nursing assistance might be required for this, for patients
who cannot manage their own disconnection). Being unattached to the vacuum pump
during the day allowed the patient greater ease in maneuvering his wheelchair.
Figure A. 1: Photos show wounds on the patient's buttock (A) and ankle (B) as they
appeared on October 15, 2003, before NWPT.
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Figure A.2: Photos show how the wounds on the patient's buttock (A) and ankle (B)
appeared after NPWT, on December 31, 2003, and February 18, 2004,
respectively [44]."
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Appendix B: Additional Pump Data
B.1: Bellows
Inner Diameter = 10.4 cm
Length = 12.7 cm
Inner Diameter = 10.9 cm
IOuter Diameter = 14.9 cm
Figure B. 1: Dimensions of bellows used in this study.
Figure B.2: Test set-up to measure bellow pressures at different compressions in this study.
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Figure B.3:
Vacuum Pressure vs. Compression
Pressure data taken with brand new bellows #2; maximum vacuum
pressure: 77.3 mmHg. Note that the compression percent was not
measured with instrumentation as in all other results; it was visually
interpreted.
Figure B.4: Pressure data taken with gas sterilized bellows #2: one gas sterilization
cycle. Maximum vacuum pressure: 51.9 mmHg.
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Figure B.5: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 22.4 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.6: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 40.9 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.7: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 59.5 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
Figure B.8: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 67.6 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.9: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added constant
weight of 80.5 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B. 10: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added
constant weight of 99.0 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.11: Typical vacuum pressure versus compression curve for an added
constant weight of 118 N; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.12: Typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve, taken at 0% compression;
bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B.13: Typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve, taken at 25%
compression; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Figure B. 14: Typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve, taken at 50%
compression; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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Vacuum Pressure vs. Weight
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Figure B. 15: Typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve, taken at 75%
compression; bellows #1. Data from relaxed bellows.
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B.2: Rolling Diaphragm
Bottom Diameter = 6.35
Cup Length = 16.5 cm
Rim Diameter = 9.75
Figure B.16: Dimensions of rolling diaphragm pump used in this study.
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Figure B. 17: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 3.05 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B. 18: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 3.81 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.19: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 6.35 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.20: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight
expansion length of 8.10 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.21: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 8.89 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.22: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 10.2 cm, with a linear trendline.
Figure B.23: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 11.4 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.24: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 12.7 cm, with a linear trendline.
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Figure B.25: Diaphragm pump - typical vacuum pressure versus weight curve for an
expansion length of 14.0 cm, with a linear trendline.
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B.3: Helical Bellows
Figure B.26: Helical bellows with top and bottom structural supports.
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Appendix C: Calculations for Feasible Dressings
Table C. 1: Calculations of mole flow rates for all feasible dressings.
Equation (7.2): V(System) * dPldt = dnldt * R * T
m 3  Pa/s mol/s J/(mol*K) K
(a) 6-76E-05,
Constants: (b) 7.50E-05, 8.314 300(c) 2.26E-04(test dependent)
Dressing and Seal
Combination
Tegaderm' with Ace 5.00E-02 4,51E-09Bandage (c)_________
Facemask with Frosting (a) 6.06E-01 1 64E-08
Facemask with Liquid 8.23E-01 2 23E-08Latex (a)
Plastic Grocery Bag with 1.02E+00 3 07E-08Frosting (b) I L I
Table C.2: Calculations of volume flow rates for all feasible dressings.
Equation (7.3): dVldt = dnldt R T I P stem
m3/s mol/s J/(mol*K) K Pa
Constants: 8-314 300 1.67E+04
Dressing and Seal
Combination
Tegaderm' with Ace
Bandage 675E-10 4.51E-09
Facemask with Frostin 2.46E-09 1.64E-08
Facemnask with Liquid
Latex 3-34E-09 2-23E-08
Plastic Grocery Bag with
Frosting 4.59E-09 3.07E-08L
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Table C.3: Calculations of mole flow rates for TegadermTM in air leak system
comparison study.
Equation (7.2): V stem * dP/dt = dn/dt * R T
m3 Pa/s mol/s J/(mol*K) K
(a) 6-76E-05,
Constants: (b) 7.50E-05, 8.314 300(c) 2-25E-04(test dependent) _
Dressing and Seal
Combination
Tegaderm"l (no sealing
agent) with air leak 2.09E-01 1-89E-08
detection (c)
Tegaderm"" (no sealing
agent) without air leak 8.83E+01 2.65E-06
detection (b) II
Table C.4: Calculations of volume flow rates for TegadermTM in air leak system
comparison study.
Equation (7.3): dV/dt dnldt R T mI stem
m3/s mol/s J/(mol*K) K Pa
Constants: 8.314 300 1.67E+04
Dressing and Seal
Combination
Tegaderm"m (no sealing
agent) with air leak 2.82E-09 1-89E-08
detection_____ 
____
Tegaderm"' (no sealing
agent) without air leak 3.97E-07 2.65E-06
detection I I I
I: UL 188 1'-188
